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Abstract

In this project data from the Very Large Array (VLA) archive is taken which was made in 2006 while observing Cl1604 at $z = 0.9$, the largest supercluster at such high redshift. We start in the introduction with a brief history of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) detections and an explanation on what they are and how they can be detected and then move on to the supercluster we will study. We then take a look at what interferometers are, how they work and describe how the VLA works. We then explain how the data was reduced before we state our results. With this data we found a total of 100 sources within a 15 arcminute radius from our pointing center at R.A. 16:04:13.191, Decl. 43:13:50.8 and with a flux of $S > 6\sigma$. From different literature we found the R.A. and Decl. of the 10 confirmed clusters within Cl1604 and proceeded to find the number densities. Of only 4 clusters we found a significant increase in number density with respect to the average overall density. When comparing the sources we found to two similar surveys of the same area (the NVSS and FIRST) and at the same wavelength (1.4 GHz) we are able to match 5 and 14 sources respectively. When comparing to an X-Ray survey of Kocevski et al. (2009) we can match 18 sources to their X-Ray counterparts, of which 15 can be matched to their optical counterparts. We confirm 7 AGN, 2 of which lie close to one of the clusters within Cl1604, but none within 1 Mpc of the center of one of the clusters, confirming the theory that AGN are usually found at the outer edges of clusters, rather than in the middle.
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1 Introduction

1.1 AGN

The general assumed theory of an AGN is a super massive black hole in the center of the galaxy which is fed by the accretion of gas. A simple model can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Model of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN). The small object in the middle is usually a black hole with a mass of $10^6 - 10^9 M_\odot$. The energy of the AGN comes from the gravitational potential of the infalling surrounding material in the accretion disk. Somewhat further away is an opaque torus of accreting material. Two thin jets are ejected in the polar directions. (Image by NASA)\n
Optical spectral lines from the accretion disk of the AGN are dominated by H, He, C, N, O, Mg and Ne, which is similar to HII regions. The extreme broadening of these spectral lines is due to the rapid rotation of the disk. In typical spectra two distinct line profiles can be identified: The broad-line region (BLR) corresponding to velocities of $\approx 10,000$ km/s, which is proposed to come from the accretion disk, and the narrow-line region (NLR) corresponding to velocities of several hundreds km/s, which should come from a more extended region high above the disk. The circum nuclear disk was first observed by Miyoshi et al. (1995) in NGC 4258 and contained H$_2$O masers, which are quite rare for AGN. The bright core emits synchrotron radiation over the whole spectrum, but only about 10% are radio-loud.

We thus find that the spectra of many quasars extend over 11 decades of the electromagnetic spectrum. The relative strength of the source depends on the orientation of the AGN and the direction of the jet (a head on jet can cause an increased intensity due to Doppler boosting). AGN have a common anomaly in the blue part of the spectrum called the ‘blue bump’, which may be caused by the accretion disk.

Star-forming galaxies can also be identified by synchrotron radiation. At 1.4 GHz this dominates at least one order of magnitude over free-free emission (Condon, 1992). The synchrotron spectrum is known to evolve over time due to the energy loss by the radiating electrons. Therefore, by studying the synchrotron spectrum an estimate can be made of how long an object has been radiating. Star formation takes place in molecular clouds. The process causes a strong emission of CO in the millimeter part of the spectrum, causing this to be a good indicator of star formation galaxies.

1.2 Cl1604

In this bachelor project we will look at VLA observations of the Cl1604 supercluster at $z = 0.9$, which is the largest supercluster mapped at high redshift.

Initially Cl1604 was identified as two separate clusters Cl1604+4301 and Cl1604+4321 by Gunn et al. (1986). A study by Lubin et al. (2000) found four distinct red galaxy density peaks in an area of
10.4' × 18.2'. In 2004 Gal & Lubin spectroscopically confirmed 230 cluster members which they used to find that all four density peaks formed one connected supercluster. In 2005, Gal et al. wanted to find the boundaries of the supercluster. They measured a largest projected separation of approximately 9.6 h_{70}^{-1} Mpc with an apparent depth of approximately 93 h_{70}^{-1} Mpc. With some more studies of Postman et al. (1998, 2001) and Gal et al. (2008), four more large overdensities were added, coming to a total of 8 cluster areas within the supercluster Cl1604.

In 2008, Gal et al. used a new, improved photometric calibration and modification process on the data from Lubin et al. (2000) and Gal et al. (2005) with a combination of two original pointings with the Carnegie Observatories Spectroscopic Multislit and Imaging Camera (COSMIC) and two pointings with the Large Format Camera (LFC). The objects they found were cross referenced with new data of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). An improved catalog was made by selecting objects based on photometric errors. This was done by comparing both LFC pointings with each other and both COSMIC pointings, and making a hybrid map with both results. Together with the additional spectroscopy from Gal et al. (2005) modifications to the density mapping algorithms could be made. With these new density maps a total of ten clusters were found. The details of these clusters were listed in table 1 of their paper, which can be seen here in Table 1. The density maps are shown in Figure 2, a Figure from Gal et al. (2008), where the overdensities are marked.

### Table 1: TABLE FROM GAL ET AL. (2008)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>R.A. (J2000.0) (deg)</th>
<th>Decl. (J2000.0) (deg)</th>
<th>Within 0.5 h_{70}^{-1} Mpc</th>
<th>Within 1.0 h_{70}^{-1} Mpc</th>
<th>Within 1.5 h_{70}^{-1} Mpc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Cl 1604+4304</td>
<td>241.09890</td>
<td>43.35550</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.86574</td>
<td>756 ± 83(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Cl 1604+4314</td>
<td>241.03162</td>
<td>43.26313</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.93451</td>
<td>439 ± 256(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Cl 1604+4316</td>
<td>241.13865</td>
<td>43.53543</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.92515</td>
<td>559 ± 171(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Cl 1604+4321</td>
<td>241.21314</td>
<td>43.37091</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.93659</td>
<td>142 ± 297(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Cl 1604+4314B</td>
<td>241.02815</td>
<td>43.35443</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Cl 1604+4322</td>
<td>240.93754</td>
<td>43.40520</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.89332</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Cl 1604+4323</td>
<td>240.97891</td>
<td>43.39176</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.90230</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Cl 1604+4331</td>
<td>240.91905</td>
<td>43.51648</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Overlaps cluster B at this radius.
* No dispersions measured as it overlaps clusters B and C.
* Insufficient redshifts to compute dispersions.
* No spectroscopic coverage.

**Figure 2:** Adaptive kernel density map of color-selected galaxies in the Cl 1604 region. Detected cluster and group candidates are marked with circles of 0.5 and 1.0 h_{70}^{-1} radius and labeled with an identifying letter. Figure by Gal et al. (2008).
This supercluster provides an ideal environment for the study of AGN and star-formation galaxies (SFG). In recent debates the position of AGN is questioned. More and more studies seem to agree that AGN occur primarily in the vicinity of clusters (Henry & Briel 1991; Cappi et al. 2001; Pentericci et al. 2002; Molnar et al. 2002, Johnson et al. 2003; D’Elia et al. 2004; Ruderman & Ebeling 2005; Cappelluti et al. 2005; Hudaverdi et al. 2006; Branchesi et al. 2007), where the preferred position seems to be on the outskirts of clusters (Johnson et al. 2003; Ruderman & Ebeling 2005). It appears that this AGN overdensity grows with higher redshift (Cappelluti et al. 2005).

Recent studies also show that the AGN density is higher in clusters than optical studies suggest (Gilmour et al. 2007; Martini et al. 2002, 2006) and note that AGN are most likely to be found in areas of moderate density.

Several studies have also shown a segregation between red early-type galaxies and blue starforming galaxies on the color-magnitude (CM) diagram. In a study by Kocevski et al. (2009) such a CM diagram was made of Cl1604, and a significant amount of the AGN (±80 %) were found in the sparsely populated transition space between the red and blue sequence. They found that this was because "the AGNs detected were largely hosted by luminous (M_V < −21.1), spheroidal and/or bulge dominated galaxies which are bluer than similar galaxies on the system’s red sequence" (Kocevski et al. 2009). The blue cores of these galaxies were interpreted as the remnants of recent star formation. They give two possible explanations for this feature: either AGN are a trigger for galaxies to transform from star-forming systems in the blue cloud to passively evolving galaxies on the red sequence (making blue galaxies 'redder'), or somewhat more alternatively, episodic star formation and AGN activity in galaxies on the red sequence are triggered by galaxy interactions (making red galaxies 'bluer').

It is our intention to look at data taken from the Very Large Array (VLA) archive of the supercluster Cl1604 and analyse what we find. In Section 2 we start with describing what an interferometer is and how it works. In Section 3 we describe the observations done by the VLA, how we analyzed them and how we made a wide-field image. In Section 4 we present our results. We make comparisons with other similar radio wavelength surveys of the same area, and also with X-ray observations. We try to determine the nature of some special sources and their properties. Finally, in Section 5 we summarize our conclusions. We assume a standard cosmology with \( H_0 = 70 \text{ km s}^{-1} \text{ Mpc}^{-1}, \Omega_m = 0.3 \) and \( \Omega_\Lambda = 0.7 \).

2 Interferometer

2.1 Basics of the interferometer

For this bachelor project radio emission from the cluster Cl.1604 was studied using the radio telescopes of the VLA. A radio telescope consists of two basic elements: the antenna and the receiver.

The antenna transforms electromagnetic radiation into a voltage that can be detected by the receiver. The response of the antenna to the incoming electromagnetic waves is dependent on the direction it is pointing in (see Figure 3). The large central lobe is called the primary beam. When the antenna is pointing directly at the target source so that the waves are intercepted at the top of the primary beam, the full flux density of the source is measured. However, if the pointing of the antenna is slightly off the measured flux density falls off rapidly. The point of the primary beam where only half of flux density of the target source is measured is called the full-width half-maximum (FWHM).
The resolution, $\theta$ of a radio telescope can be found using:

$$\theta \approx \frac{\lambda}{D} \cdot \alpha,$$

where $D$ is the diameter of the dish of the telescope, $\lambda$ the wavelength and $\alpha$ is a constant that is defined by the aperture illumination. For the telescopes of the VLA $D = 25$ m, which gives a resolution of $\approx 29$ arcminutes at a frequency of 1.4 GHz. At this frequency (which is what we used for our research) we have $\lambda = \frac{c}{\nu} \approx 0.2$ m. We use $\alpha \approx 1.22$, which is standard for radio telescopes. For observing smaller sources this dish size is not enough and bigger dishes are expensive to build. Thus the solution is to combine two or more dishes to form an interferometer. The signals of the dishes can be correlated to effectively increase the diameter, which is now called the baseline $B$. We then get a resolution of:

$$\theta \approx \frac{\lambda}{B} \cdot \alpha.$$ (2)

To explain how this correlation works we consider a two-element interferometer like in Figure 4. This interferometer consists of two identical antennas, both directed at the same object and thus both receiving the same electromagnetic waves. However, the path to antenna 1 is longer by $\vec{b} \cdot \cos \theta = \vec{b} \cdot \hat{s} = \tau_{g} c$. Here $\vec{b}$ is the baseline length and $\hat{s}$ the unit vector in the direction of the source. We can then define the geometric delay as,

$$t_{g} = \frac{\vec{b} \cdot \hat{s}}{c}.$$ (3)

The voltages received by the two antennas is then slightly different, such that antenna 1 gives $V_{1} = V \cos \omega(t - \tau_{g})$, and antenna 2 gives $V_{2} = V \cos \omega t$. These signals are multiplied and time averaged by the correlator to give an output response $R$,

$$R = \langle V_{1}V_{2} \rangle$$ (4)

where $R_{e} = (\frac{V^{2}}{2}) \cos (\omega \tau_{g})$ is the real part and $R_{i} = (\frac{V^{2}}{2}) \sin (\omega \tau_{g})$ the imaginary part of $R$. This output voltage varies sinusoidally with the delay change. This delay change occurs when the source moves across the sky, changing the response of the interferometer. The sinusoids are called fringes. By changing our baseline length we can change the distance between adjacent negative and positive fringes. With smaller fringes (bigger baseline) smaller objects can be observed. However, objects that appear larger than the adjacent positive and negative fringes cancel out, meaning that they become invisible to that particular baseline.
To observe objects with different angular sizes, different baselines are needed. The VLA has a total of 27 antennas, resulting in \(N(N-1)/2 = 351\) different baselines, each able to observe objects of different sizes.

There are two important factors that can limit the field of view of an interferometer: bandwidth and time smearing. Bandwidth smearing is caused during correlation. The delay \(\tau_g\) can only be corrected for in one particular direction, the delay center. This means that a slight error is added to all sources that are not located exactly at the delay center. The further these sources are away from the center or the bigger the angular offset \(\Delta \theta\), the bigger this error gets, causing them to appear elongated in the direction of the delay center.

Bandwidth smearing can be solved for by either splitting the bandwidth into many small channels (\(\Delta \nu\)) to satisfy the equation:

\[
\Delta \theta \Delta \nu \ll \theta_s \nu
\]

where \(\theta_s = \lambda/b\) and \(\nu\) the observing frequency, or by adding a phase offset to each visibility during correlation.

Time smearing is caused by averaging the integration time \(\Delta t\) of the visibilities. This averaging is done to minimize the rms noise:

\[
\sigma_{S_{\nu}} = \frac{SEFD}{\sqrt{\Delta \nu \Delta t}}
\]

where \(SEFD = 2 h_b T_{SYS}/A_e\), \(h_b = 1.38 \times 10^{-23} \text{ m}^2 \text{ kg}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1}\) is the Boltzmann constant, \(T_{SYS}\) is the system temperature and \(A_e\) the effective area of the dish. Equation 6 shows that the noise gets smaller when the averaged time is bigger. However, if \(\Delta t\) is large enough for the Earth’s rotation to have caused the source to move by more than \(\theta_s = \lambda/b\) in the interferometer frame, the synthesised beam (and thus the sources displayed) will appear tangentially elongated in the uv plane. Time smearing can be restricted by minimizing the integration time according to,

\[
\Delta \theta \Delta t \ll \theta_s \cdot 1.37 \times 10^4 \text{ s}.
\]

### 2.2 Visualization

The difference between the real and imaginary part of the output response is called the complex visibility:

\[
V = R_c - iR_s = Ae^{-i\phi}
\]

\[
\text{Figure 4: Two element interferometer (Figure by Condon J.J. and Ransom R.S., 2015).}
\]
with amplitude \( A = (R_s^2 + R_c^2)^{1/2} \) and phase \( \phi = \tan^{-1}(R_s/R_c) \). The response of a two element interferometer to an extended source with brightness distribution \( I_\nu(\hat{s}) \) can then be written as,

\[
V_\nu = \int I_\nu(\hat{s}) \exp\left(-i2\pi \frac{\hat{b} \cdot \hat{s}}{\lambda}\right) d\Omega \tag{9}
\]

where \( d\Omega \) is the solid angle. Since each baseline gives a different output voltage, we can see that each visibility is an independent measurement of the sky on some angular scale. All the visibilities together are the response of the interferometer, which is the inverse Fourier transform of the sky brightness distribution. This response to the position in the sky is then written as,

\[
V_\nu(u, v, w) = \int \int \frac{I_\nu(l, m)}{(1 - l^2 - m^2)^{1/2}} \cdot \exp\left[-i2\pi(lu + vm + wn)\right] dl dm dn \tag{10}
\]

where \( u, v, w \) are the Fourier coordinates and \( l, m, n \) are the coordinates in the sky plane. This response is represented in a uv plane, of which an example can be seen in Figure 7. The difference between Figures 7a and 7d is the time of the observation; the more time is spent, the more the uv plane is sampled due to the rotation of the Earth.

To get an image from the uv plane, we must perform a Fourier transform on the data. The Fourier transform gives a point spread function (PSF) based on the uv-coverage of the data. In Figure 5 we plotted the PSF of all the observed sources for dataset A, which is the first out of four datasets. The better this PSF is sampled (more uv-coverage), the less sidelobes we see, where an infinite uv-coverage shows only the circle in the middle. This means that the sidelobes are not real data, but rather artifacts, added by the interferometer.

The dirty image is thus a convolution of the true image with the dirty beam (the PSF). To get rid of the sidelobes and see what is underneath we apply the CLEAN algorithm. Using the CLEAN algorithm, we start with finding the strongest source(s) in the map. Then a portion of the dirty beam at this position is subtracted (usually about 1 - 5%) from the image. This response is then saved in a CLEAN map. Having cleaned this residual, a new dirty map is made, now showing new sources that were earlier obscured by the strong sidelobes. The process is now repeated until no new sources appear and only noise is left in the dirty map. This may take a few thousand iterations. A final map is then made by taking all of the CLEAN components (the sources we observed) and convolving these with the CLEAN beam and then adding back in the residual noise from the dirty image.

### 2.3 The VLA

Our data was taken with the Very Large Array (VLA), which is an interferometer consisting of 27 antennas. All antennas have a dish with a diameter of 25 meter and its largest baseline depends on the configuration of the antennas. Four configurations are generally used: A, with a maximum baseline of 36 km, B with 10 km, C with 3,6 km and D with 1 km. For our observations, configuration B was used (see Figure 6). The VLA has a frequency coverage of 74 to 50,000 MHz. The VLA is located on the Plains of San Agustin, in New Mexico, USA, at an elevation of 2124 meters.

### 3 Data reduction

#### 3.1 Observations

For our research of the supercluster Cl1604+432 we used data taken from the VLA archive from 2006. A total of 4 observations were carried out, on the 6th, 10th and 13th of July, and the 4th September, which we name A, B, C and D, respectively. Table 2 lists details of the four different observations. Sources 1331+305 and 0137+331 are the flux-calibrators used at the beginning and end of the observation, respectively. The total observation time includes the time on these calibrators, and the phase calibrator 1635+381. The observation started with a pointing at the first flux-calibrator, then at the phase-calibrator.
and alternating between the target source and the phase-calibrator, and ended with the phase-calibrator and the last flux-calibrator. Alternations between the target source and the phase-calibrator lasted on average 50 minutes with 4 minutes used on the phase calibrator.

Observations were carried out with the L-band continuum frequencies at 1.36 and 1.44 GHz. For each frequency 7 usable channels of 3.125 MHz with 2 polarizations were used, giving a total bandwidth of 43.75 MHz. The imaging area of the primary beam is a circle with diameter of roughly 29 arcminutes. We can fill this in for Equation 5 to check for bandwidth smearing,

$$\Delta \nu \ll \frac{\theta_S}{\theta_{FWHM}} \nu = \frac{\lambda}{D \cdot 0.5^o} \cdot 1.4 \cdot 10^3 \text{ MHz}$$

$$3.125 \text{ MHz} \ll 24 \text{ MHz}$$ (11)

which shows us that bandwidth smearing is being solved for.

A visibility integration time of \( t = 3.33 \text{ s} \) was used for all four observations. If we fill this in for Equation 7 we find that,

$$t_{in} \ll \frac{\theta_S}{\theta_{FWHM}} \cdot 1.37 \times 10^4 \text{ s} = \frac{\lambda}{D \cdot 0.5^o} \cdot 1.37 \times 10^4 \text{ s}$$

$$3.33 \text{ s} \ll 234.84 \text{ s}$$ (12)
which shows that the condition is satisfied. For analysis of these observations CASA version 4.6.1 was used.

3.2 Pre-calibration

All observations in the archive were split into two files, one going from the start of the observation to midnight, and the second going from midnight to the end of the observation. The first step in CASA was therefore to combine the files. We then applied the command 'listobs', which makes a file of all the Measurement Set (MS) contents (time of observations, names of the antennas and their positions etc), as can be seen in Appendix B. We also plotted the UV samples of all the fields (calibrators and source), to get an idea of the sampling (see Figure 7).

For our observations CASA assumes a standard position of the VLA antennas. An offset of one or more of these antennas can cause problems with calibrations by adding an unknown extra delay, so it is necessary to correct for this. Using the VLA archive we can find a list of antenna offsets with their exact corrected coordinates for every date. With the command 'gencal' using the calibration mode 'antpos', we can correct this in CASA. Also using 'gencal', we corrected for the elevation gain using the calibration mode 'gceff'. Gain is the ratio of input power and output power due to the beam. The CASA command 'gaincurve' can correct for differences in elevation between large antennas.

After performing these corrections, we started flagging bad data. From the command 'listobs' the different VLA and EVLA antennas can be identified. The EVLA antennas are equipped with new receivers, which causes problems in the correlator; the signals from the EVLA and VLA antennas cannot
Table 2: Details of the four different observations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Total obs. time (ks)</th>
<th>Time (s) on 1331+305</th>
<th>Time (s) on 0137+331</th>
<th>VLA antennas used</th>
<th>Average frequency (GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>06-07-2006</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>423.3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10-07-2006</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>13-07-2006</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>426.6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>04-09-2006</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>416.6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: UV sampling of the Fourier planes for the observations of 2006 July 7. In figures 7a and 7b we see respectively the flux calibrators 1331+305 at the beginning of the observation, and 0137+331 at the end of the observation. Figure 7c shows the sampling of the point source 1635+381, which was observed multiple times during the observation of the source cluster, which is why it shows more sampling points. Finally figure 7d shows the sampling of our target source C11604+432.

be combined. For the first of the observations there are 5 EVLA antennas, whereas for the rest there are 4. Since at least 4 antennas are needed for calibration, the EVLA antennas are removed and for our purposes remain unused. With not all antennas begin in use at all observations, we are left with 22 VLA antennas for the first 3 observations, and 21 for the fourth.

The remaining baselines were then checked for inconsistencies. This is done by plotting per baseline the amplitude vs time and the phase vs time using the command 'plotms' for the calibrators. The baselines that seemed faulty were removed.

Lastly the extreme outliers needed to be removed. In the CASA log window these outliers can be checked for consistencies (antenna, baseline, time of observation, spw, correlation) and points that give regular faults were then deleted manually.
3.3 Calibration

When all the pre-calibrations are done, calibration of the data starts. During calibration we look at our calibrator sources only (sources 1331+305, 0137+331 and 1635+381, to be called fields 0, 1 and 3 respectively), and compare these to the models we have for these sources. We consider our data and the models as tables, and call them $V_{ij}^{DATA}$ and $V_{ij}^{MODEL}$, respectively. When comparing the data to the model quite a few differences become clear, which can have numerous causes. The goal of calibration is to equalize these two tables, which is done by multiplying $V_{ij}^{DATA}$ with a correction table $J_{ij}$:

$$V_{ij}^{DATA} J_{ij} = V_{ij}^{MODEL}$$

(13)

This correction table $J_{ij}$ is a combination of different tables, all to be made during different calibration processes described below. Every process described creates its own part of the correction table, which are in the end all combined to form $J_{ij}$.

Before any other calibration is started, the Flux Density Scale (FDS) is set for fields 0 and 3, using the command ‘setjy’ that CASA provides. This command creates the Fourier transform of a calibrator model when provided, so that the data can be corrected to the proper flux density. The models needed for our observations were all provided by CASA, since these well studied objects have complicated structures.

Before doing the delay corrections, a time average of the phase over all the channels needs to be corrected for. Not all the channels are used for this time average, since the phases for the first and last channels can lay quite far apart. From a total of 7 channels, only numbers 2 to 4 where therefore chosen to make this solution. This was all done using the command ‘gaincal’ in CASA.

With this time average phase, we can now draw a phase vs. time diagram (see Figure 8). Using this average the delays can be solved for.

![Figure 8: Plots of phase vs time before (left) and after (right) applying 'gaincal'. The plots of phase vs time for the middle channels (numbers 2, 3 and 4) have been averaged.](image)

The bandpass can then be determined. This is necessary due to frequency-dependent effects between the transmission and the reception of the signal and effects within the receiver, which cause gain variations. These effects should not change over time, so a special gain type is created to handle these: 'B'. This gaintype 'B' solves for the complex gain in each given channel. This is done using the command 'bandpass'.

The tables created in all the previous calibrations can be used as input for the phase and amplitude calibration. Using the command 'gaincal', with as input the antenna positions, the gaincurve, the delays and the bandpass corrections, the amplitude and phase gain as function of time for each antenna are calculated. As a final measure the flux of the phase calibrator is then compared to the flux of the flux calibrator, and corrected accordingly using the command 'fluxscale'. The final results of the calibration process can be seen in Figures 24 and 25.

Having the calibration completed, the correction tables made in the process need to be added together. For every step we created a correction table $A_{ij}$, $B_{ij}$, etc, which are multiplied according to equation 14:

$$A_{ij} \cdot B_{ij} \cdot \ldots = J_{ij}$$

(14)

This is done by applying the command 'applycal' to all the calibrator sources with as input all the correction tables created in the processes described above. With this done we can apply $J_{ij}$ to our target source using again 'applycal'. This creates a corrected table for our source. Using this corrected table we
do some final flagging, before we can start imaging. The final result of the amplitude vs time diagram of our target source can be seen in Figure 9.

![Amp vs Time Diagram](image)

**Figure 9:** The final result of the calibration process presented as the amplitude vs time diagram of the target source (field 2).

### 3.4 Imaging

After calibration the corrected data is separated from the original data. With this corrected data a first raw Fourier transform is performed on the recorded visibilities to create a point spread function (PSF) of the observation (the dirty beam) and our first ‘dirty image’ (see figure 26a).

In this first image, two bright sources are all that can be seen. These sources and their sidelobes overshadow all other sources in the image. The sidelobes are formed by performing the Fourier transform on our data while creating the dirty image. The way this dirty image comes about is described in section 2.2. We can see in Figure 10 that the sidelobes of the brightest sources can overshadow the fainter sources. By using the command ‘clean’ from CASA as described in Section 2.2, we can identify these bright sources and reduce the sidelobes around them.

![Zoomed Image](image)

**Figure 10:** Zoomed in image on brightest source at R.A. (J2000) 16h04m21s, decl. (J2000) 43°23′52″. *Left:* The source is clearly visible in the middle, with the sidelobes in black around it. The white patches represent the minima of the sinusoidal function. *Right:* The same area on the sky after the complete process of cleaning. Without the heavy sidelobes around the bright sources a lot more fainter sources have become visible. The source also appears bigger on the map which is also a consequence of the cleaning process.
If the region in which you want to clean is left unspecified, the entire map is being ‘cleaned’. However, by running the ‘clean’ command interactively, which opens up the CASA viewer, boxes can be set around regions where it is needed. In the case of image 26a, these boxes have been put around the brightest pixels of the two bright sources. These boxes form the ‘deconvolution region’ (or mask). Now the command ‘clean’ can be run. We set a threshold, which is at least thrice the background noise (so 66\(\mu\)Jy) so as not to clean too far, set the gain to 0.01 (so as to not clean too much per iteration) and choose a number of iterations. When running ‘clean’ the dirty beam is subtracted from the map, showing all underlying sources. Therefore, for the first run the number of iterations does not have to be higher than 100 to show something new (see figure 26b). These new sources can then be boxed up and the number of iterations can be made larger, since it now takes a little more cleaning to show new sources. This process is repeated until no new sources appear (see figure 27b for the final result).

For short observations, this might be enough. However, we are dealing with a longer observation done over multiple time slots. Every time the antennas are pointed back on the target source after briefly going to the phase calibrator, the target source has moved ever so slightly on the sky. Due to this movement during the observation and because all these short observations of 45 minutes are added together, the sources on our sky-map may appear in places that are slightly off from where they should be, or in extreme cases, they may appear twice due to phase errors. To correct this, we need to perform a process that is called ‘self-calibration’, before we can continue cleaning. Self-calibration, as opposed to calibration, uses the data, and not a set of calibration sources, for the calibration.

This self-calibration process is initiated by transforming our sky-map back to a revised set of visibilities, using a Fourier transform. In CASA this can be done using the command ‘ft’. This ft command adds a source model to the measurement set. We then apply the command ‘gaincal’ to correct for the phase using the newly made model. Within gaincal, we can choose to solve over a period of time. This means that the period of time we choose is the period over which the observation gets averaged. The bigger this averaging period is, the less noisy our data gets. But a larger averaging time also means we do not account for small time variations of the plane. We therefore start with periods of 20 minutes. We also combine both spectral windows for a better signal-to-noise ratio. After ‘gaincal’ we apply the calibration using ‘applycal’, thus creating a new CORRECTED data table.

After having done this self-calibration, we can go back to cleaning our newly ‘corrected’ map, setting boxes if needed. The processes of self-calibrating and cleaning can then be alternated until no new sources appear. After reaching this threshold, we go back to the command ‘gaincal’ and change our solution interval to periods of 10 minutes. Now we start again with the cleaning/calibration process and keep going until no new sources appear.

During this process, we continue to decrease our solution interval to 5, 3, 2 and lastly 1 minute, until the background noise does not reduce anymore. At that point, which for us appeared to be at 2 minutes, we seemed to have reached the perfect solution interval. At this point, our rms noise was at about \(\sigma = 20 \mu\)Jy/beam.

Figures 28, 29 and 30 illustrate the results of the self-calibration process. In Figure 28 we can see the phase offset for all antennas before the self-calibration process. The four different input sources (two spectral windows (spws) and two correlations) yield totally different results with respect to each other and with respect to every other antenna. However, we do see that the phases stay more or less constant over time, which is the result we would expect after calibration.

In Figures 29 and 30 we see the phase offset for all antennas after self-calibration; all the outputs have been compared to the reference antenna (VA15) and multiplied to a correction table, as was also done in the calibration process. The diagrams show that all the phases are now not only pretty constant in time, but also around the 0 point. We can, however see that the diagrams of Figure 30 show more accurate results than Figure 29, which has two causes. Firstly, in Figure 29, the results of the calibrated phase offsets have been averaged over periods of 60 s. In Figure 30, this period was 120 s. Additionally to this bigger period, the results for both the spws have been averaged, all leading to more accurate results.

All the calibration and imaging steps described above have been saved in a script file, which can be seen in Appendix C. This script was made using dataset A and was altered to apply to datasets B, C and D where only the flags need to be changed per dataset. Also for each dataset the image with the best solution interval can then be found, since after each self-calibration ‘gaincal’ a new image is made.
Having created final images for all four datasets, we wanted to create an image for each set with the primary beam correction. The primary beam has its highest sensitivity in the center, with sensitivity gradually falling off as detections more on the outside of the beam are being made. This causes the flux density of the sources that lie on the edges of our sky map to be increasingly underrepresented.

The final images and their primary beam corrections can be seen in Figures 31, 32, 33 and 34.

Having four final images paves the way for making one combined wide field image. This reduces the overall background rms noise and increases the dynamic range. With this reduced background noise, more sources can be seen in the image frame. The result can be seen in Figure 35.

4 Results

4.1 Object detection

The final image is $1 \times 1$ degrees with a resolution of $7200 \times 7200$ pixels. It has an overall rms noise of $\sigma = 11 \mu Jy/beam$ and $\sigma = 20 \mu Jy/beam$ around the brightest objects and a dynamic range of 6200. Object detection was carried out using PyBDSM.

PyBDSM has four basic commands: process_image, show_fit, export_image and write_catalog.

The first is process_image. This takes a .fits image as input and calculates the background rms and mean images. It finds islands of emission, fits Gaussians and groups those into sources. It allows the decomposition of the image into shapelets, calculation of source spectral indices, derivation of source polarization properties and correction for PSF variation across the image. For our purposes we chose the primary beam corrected image of all four combined datasets. Doing this required us to set the option 'blank_limit' to $10^{-5}$. This has to be done because the primary beam corrected image has no information in the corners of the image, which otherwise gives a fault in PyBDSM.

The command show_fit can then be performed to show a quick result of the process_image. The results of show_fit can be seen in Figures 11 and 12.

Next we used the command export_image to export the internally derived images to .fits or CASA files. Then we can use the last command which is write_catalog. This writes the fitted Gaussians, sources and shapelets into an ASCII file.

With this method 538 unique sources with detection significances of $> 3\sigma$ were found. However, we can see in the top middle image of Figure 11 that most of these sources are at the edges of our map. When investigating a little bit more in the edge of the map, we find sources as in Figure 13, where the sidelobes added by the interferometer are still clearly visible and measured as separate sources.

We therefore chose to throw away all sources that were further away than the FWHM. To find the distance of the FWHM to the pointing center we had two options. One is an approximate formula from the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO),

$$\theta_{FWHM} = \frac{45}{\nu_{GHz}}$$

At the observed frequency of 1.4 GHz this gives a diameter of $\approx 32$ arcminutes, so we’d throw away all sources further away than 16 arcminutes from the pointing center.

The other way to measure the distance to the FWHM was to look at the '.flux' image produced in the cleaning process (see Figure 14a). Here we can see the primary beam intensity and the position on the map. By using pythagoras we can then find the distance to where the primary beam response is half of what it is at the center (the FWHM). We find that the primary beam response is shaped like an ellipse with a major axis of 21 arcminutes and a minor axis of 15 arcminutes. If we take the minor axis of 15 arcminutes we know that the maximum noise is $2 \times 11 \mu Jy$, whereas when we take the major axis of 21 arcminutes the noise is higher than this at some points. We therefore chose to take the 15 arcminute radius as the distance of the FWHM to the pointing center, which is consistent with the equation from the NRAO.

This left us with 171 sources. At the FWHM the noise is twice as high as in the center of the image (so $\sigma = 2 \times 11 \mu Jy$). For completeness, we therefore chose to eliminate all sources with rms noise lower than $6 \times 2 \times 11 \mu Jy$. We chose 6$\sigma$ to make sure we do not measure any noise as a possible source. This left us with a total of 100 sources with rms noise $> 132 \mu Jy$.
4.2 Number counts

To analyze the results it is useful to calculate the number counts. We will start by comparing our number count to a theory. We have used the ‘GOODS-N’ survey by Morrisson et al. (2010) to this extent. The Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey - North (GOODS-N) is a wide-field radio continuum survey. The new observations described by Morrisson et al. (2010) are based on observations carried out at 1.4 GHz using the VLA in 1996 and 2005. They have used all four configurations (A, B, C and D) for a total of 165 hours adopting the same positions and frequency. For these observations 7 \times 3.125 MHz channels were used for both spectral windows, at 1,365 and 1,435 MHz with two polarizations. The integration time of 3.33 s from the 1996 observations were changed to 5 s in 2005 due to experienced difficulties with the correlator. The GOODS-N survey has a resulting map with rms noise of $\sigma \approx 3.9 \mu\text{Jy/beam}$ near the center and $\sigma \approx 8 \mu\text{Jy/beam}$ at the FWHM at 15 arcminutes from the pointing center at R.A. 12:36:49.4 and decl. +62:12:58.

Since this survey is pointed nowhere near our supercluster, it is merely to give an indication to how many sources we expect to find. In this regard it is much more useful to look at the integrated source counts, rather than at the total source counts. To do this, we start with looking at our primary beam response. In section 2.1 we described the power pattern of the primary beam. At the center, the measured flux intensity is 1 x the true flux of the object. At the FWHM, this is only 0.5 x the true flux. In Table 3 we see the measured flux intensity as a function of position and distance from the pointing center. The positions of the FWHM and all points lying in between were found using Figure 14a, which is created during the cleaning process.

In column 2 of Table 3 we give the flux density limit as a function of the minimum rms noise. In section 4.1 we stated that the rms noise in the center is $\sigma = 0.011 \text{ mJy}$. At the FWHM this noise is
Figure 12: Result of 'show fit' in PyBDSM. This is the same image as in Figure 11, where we zoomed in on a few sources to see a better comparison between the image, the model and the islands found with PyBDSM.

(a) Source at 16:05:49, +43:04:47 (b) Source at 16:06:04, +43:01:08 (c) Source at 16:06:16, +43:02:33

Figure 13: Some sources found at the edge of the map. We clearly see the cleaning process has not completely worked well here. The big square blob in the middle is the actual source whereas the sidelobes are a product of the interferometer.

\[ \sigma = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \times 0.011 \text{ mJy} = 0.022 \text{ mJy}. \]  

The flux density limit for source detection is in both cases 6 times as high as the noise. This flux density limit is calculated similarly for all points in between the pointing center and the FWHM. In Figure 14b this flux density limit is plotted against the radius from the center and against the primary beam response. Since the radius of the FWHM of the GOODS-N survey is equal to ours we expect all the inbetween points to lie on the same radii as well.

With this information we can start comparing the integrated source counts of our survey with the GOODS-N survey. For every distance (or radius) from the pointing center we took the flux density limit and looked for sources with a flux density higher than that limit within the given radius. The number of these sources where then divided by the area over which they were counted as described in Equation 16,

\[ dN = \frac{N(S > \text{limit})}{\pi r^2 \text{[deg}^2\text{]}}. \]  

Equation 16
Table 3: Primary Beam intensity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flux Intensity x 0.011 mJy</th>
<th>Flux density limit</th>
<th>position (deg) R.A. (J2000) Decl. (J2000)</th>
<th>distance to pointing center (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>241.05349625 43.23077778</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>241.0531458 43.12189056</td>
<td>0.108902374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>241.0536208 43.07889139</td>
<td>0.151892315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>241.05465 43.04247694</td>
<td>0.188301099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>241.0550458 43.00866111</td>
<td>0.222116685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>241.0550458 42.97504639</td>
<td>0.255731403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14: Left: Primary Beam response. At the center the full flux of the sources is measured whereas on the outer edges only 10% is measured. The FWHM is where 50% of the full flux is measured. Right: Flux density limit plotted vs radius from the pointing center and vs the primary beam response.

We decided to take the same flux density limit for the GOODS-N survey as we did for our survey (instead of $6 \times 0.0039$ mJy) to better compare the results (see Figure 15).

Figure 15: Integrated source densities of our survey versus the GOODS-N survey.
In this Figure the red line represents the GOODS-N survey. This line is what we expect to get with no overdensities in the field. The blue line is what we measured. The Figure clearly shows that we measure a higher integrated number count in every part of the flux density spectrum with a significant relative increase to the GOODS survey between 0.85 – 0.11 mJy and between 0.11 > 0.13 mJy.

We also calculated the total number counts of every source with flux > 6 × 0.022 mJy = 6σ. In Figure 16a the number counts are plotted in a log histogram with bins of binwidth 10⁻⁵ Jy. We can see that most sources have small flux densities where the highest bin is 8 sources. Figure 16b shows the cumulative number counts. In accordance with Figure 16a we see a steep rise in the function at the lower flux densities.

**Figure 16:** Number counts for the supercluster Cl1604. **Left:** Number count per bin of width = 10⁻⁵ Jy. **Right:** Cumulative number count for Cl1604 (yellow), NVSS (blue) and FIRST (red).

It is also interesting to see how the number densities change in the vicinity of the clusters. From four different papers (Gal et al., 2004, 2005 and 2008 and Kocevski et al. 2009) we establish the averaged positions of the eight confirmed clusters (see Table 4).

**Table 4:** Positions of the clusters of Cl1604

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>241.09292</td>
<td>43.07955</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>0.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>241.10292</td>
<td>43.24051</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>241.02769</td>
<td>43.26294</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>241.14370</td>
<td>43.35294</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>241.02083</td>
<td>43.22553</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>241.20909</td>
<td>43.37150</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>240.93835</td>
<td>43.40357</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>240.89587</td>
<td>43.37692</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>240.79691</td>
<td>43.39176</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>240.91905</td>
<td>43.51648</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We then checked how many sources we could find within the immediate vicinity of the clusters with a radius of < 1 Mpc and 1 < r < 2 Mpc. The results of these number counts and the densities per region are shown in Table 5. Officially, the clusters are defined to have a radius of 1 Mpc. We would therefore expect the densities of the inner radii of the clusters to be significantly larger than the densities in the outer radii. For 5 of the clusters (A, B, D, E and H) this seems to be the case. For the clusters I and J we find no sources in the inner radii since they are further away than 15 arcminutes from our pointing
center. The outer radius of I however appears to just be inside our 15 arminutes radius. We can therefore not say anything about the seemingly increasing density with radius of cluster I.

If we want to know whether the overdensities we found are actually cluster detections, we need to know the overall density. With 100 sources within a radius of 15 arcminutes (≈ 7 Mpc), we find an overall source density of ≈ 0.650 sources Mpc−2. 5 clusters (A, B, D, F and H) have a density higher than this, but only 3 of these (A, B and D) show a significant increase in density (> ×2) at r ≤ 1 Mpc and 3 (B, D and F) show a significant increase in density at r ≤ 2 Mpc.

Table 5: Number counts at different distances from the clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>N at r &lt; 1 Mpc</th>
<th>Number density (N Mpc−2)</th>
<th>N at 1 Mpc &gt; r &gt; 2 Mpc</th>
<th>Number density (N Mpc−2)</th>
<th>Net count at Mpc r &lt; 2</th>
<th>Number density (N Mpc−2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.592</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.273</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.167</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.167</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.228</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.273</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Comparing with other surveys

We wanted to cross reference the sources we have found to the results of the ‘FIRST’ and ‘NVSS’ sky surveys of the same area.

The National Radio Astronomy Observatory VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) is a continuum survey at 1.4 GHz covering the entire sky north of -40 deg declination (Condon et al., 1998). The survey consisted of 2326 continuum images, each of 4° × 4° degrees. A high surface-brightness sensitivity was obtained using a relatively large restoring beam (45 arcsec FWHM).

In the same area that we investigated, the NVSS found a total of 14 sources of which 5 could be matched to our sources with an error of ±5.1 arcseconds. The flux densities of both surveys where then compared and the result can be seen in Figure 17. Since both surveys measured the same objects, we would expect the sources to lay on a straight line through the diagram. The errors measured by both our survey and the NVSS are extremely small, making the errorbars hard to see. Not all the sources lay on the straight line through the origin or even touch it with the errorbars. They are however close to it and small differences in flux can be due to many factors since the flux is easily disturbed.
The goal of the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm (FIRST) project was to produce the radio equivalent of the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey over 10,000 square degrees of the North and South Galactic Caps. For this survey the VLA was used in B-configuration. They used two spectral windows at 1.36 and 1.44 GHz with channels of 3 MHz in width, making this survey set-up similar to ours. A final image was made by coadding twelve images adjacent to each pointing center. All maps have 1.8 arcsec pixels with a resolution of 5 arcseconds and a typical rms noise of $\sigma = 0.15$ mJy/beam, whereas our rms noise is about 0.011 mJy/beam. This difference in noise predicts that we will be able to match less of our sources to the FIRST survey.

In the same area of our survey, FIRST finds 21 sources, of which 14 could be matched to sources we found with an uncertainty of $\pm 5.1$ arcseconds. The comparison of flux densities between our research and FIRST can be seen in Figure 18. For this survey we already see a few more sources that lie on the straight line through the origin, which is also to be expected since we have found more sources. But we do see a trend where we measured a higher flux density for the majority of the sources.

We have also compared our data with their X-ray counterparts found with Chandra by Kocevski et al.
Table 6: Catalog of the positions of the 15 sources matched to X-ray and Optical counterparts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J160329.4+432059</td>
<td>16:03:29.3</td>
<td>43:20:59.5</td>
<td>16:03:29.4</td>
<td>43:20:59.5</td>
<td>16:03:29.3</td>
<td>43:21:00.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160339.6+431601</td>
<td>16:03:39.6</td>
<td>43:16:02.2</td>
<td>16:03:39.6</td>
<td>43:16:01.1</td>
<td>16:03:39.6</td>
<td>43:16:02.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160356.7+432358</td>
<td>16:03:56.7</td>
<td>43:23:59.2</td>
<td>16:03:56.7</td>
<td>43:23:58.9</td>
<td>16:03:56.7</td>
<td>43:23:59.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160405.1+430532</td>
<td>16:04:05.1</td>
<td>43:05:24.8</td>
<td>16:04:06.1</td>
<td>43:05:32.8</td>
<td>16:04:06.1</td>
<td>43:05:31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160406.6+431807</td>
<td>16:04:06.6</td>
<td>43:18:08.5</td>
<td>16:04:06.0</td>
<td>43:18:07.6</td>
<td>16:04:06.0</td>
<td>43:18:08.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160407.5+432640</td>
<td>16:04:07.5</td>
<td>43:26:34.3</td>
<td>16:04:07.5</td>
<td>43:26:40.0</td>
<td>16:04:07.5</td>
<td>43:26:40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160408.9+431825</td>
<td>16:04:08.9</td>
<td>43:18:14.8</td>
<td>16:04:08.9</td>
<td>43:18:25.8</td>
<td>16:04:08.9</td>
<td>43:18:26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160410.2+432614</td>
<td>16:04:10.2</td>
<td>43:26:14.6</td>
<td>16:04:10.2</td>
<td>43:26:14.6</td>
<td>16:04:10.2</td>
<td>43:26:15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160412.8+432627</td>
<td>16:04:12.8</td>
<td>43:26:28.0</td>
<td>16:04:12.8</td>
<td>43:26:27.8</td>
<td>16:04:12.8</td>
<td>43:26:28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160425.9+431245</td>
<td>16:04:25.9</td>
<td>43:12:45.4</td>
<td>16:04:25.9</td>
<td>43:12:45.2</td>
<td>16:04:25.9</td>
<td>43:12:45.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160435.5+432112</td>
<td>16:04:35.5</td>
<td>43:21:06.4</td>
<td>16:04:35.5</td>
<td>43:21:12.3</td>
<td>16:04:35.5</td>
<td>43:21:12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160435.5+432112</td>
<td>16:04:35.5</td>
<td>43:21:06.4</td>
<td>16:04:35.5</td>
<td>43:21:12.3</td>
<td>16:04:35.5</td>
<td>43:21:12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160441.7+432057</td>
<td>16:04:41.7</td>
<td>43:20:57.7</td>
<td>16:04:41.7</td>
<td>43:20:57.8</td>
<td>16:04:41.7</td>
<td>43:20:58.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160444.6+432026</td>
<td>16:04:44.6</td>
<td>43:20:27.0</td>
<td>16:04:44.6</td>
<td>43:20:26.8</td>
<td>16:04:44.6</td>
<td>43:20:27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160444.6+432026</td>
<td>16:04:44.6</td>
<td>43:20:27.0</td>
<td>16:04:44.6</td>
<td>43:20:26.8</td>
<td>16:04:44.6</td>
<td>43:20:27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160448.4+430807</td>
<td>16:04:48.5</td>
<td>43:08:06.9</td>
<td>16:04:48.5</td>
<td>43:08:07.3</td>
<td>16:04:48.5</td>
<td>43:08:07.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

al. (2009). For our 100 objects we found 18 X-ray counterparts. The data obtained by Kocevski et al. was later also compared with optical data. From our sources, a total of 15 could also be matched with these optical counterparts. Their relative positions from each of these researches can be found in Table 6. More details of these sources can be found in Table 7. A visual representation of these sources can be found in Figure 19.

The redshifts presented here are taken from the Kocevski et al. (2008). With the use of

$$L_{\text{rest}, 1.4\, \text{GHz}} = 4\pi D_L^2 S_{1.4\, \text{GHz}} (1 + z)^2$$

we found the luminosities for the seven sources for which we have redshifts. With the exception of one (J160421.8+432354), we find that all these sources have luminosities of \( L > 10^{24} \, \text{W Hz}^{-1} \). We can therefore conclude that all these sources are dominated by AGN activity, consistent with the X-ray detections.

In the introduction we presented several studies that argued that AGN were to be found at the edges of clusters and in regions of moderate densities. Knowing the redshift of 8 from the 10 clusters, we found the distances of these AGN to the clusters in 3D space and which cluster they are closest to (columns 5 & 6 from Table 7). Here we can see that 2 of the 7 AGN lie relatively close to a cluster (J160406.6+431807 at 25.8 Mpc from cluster D and J160425.9+431245 at 15.7 Mpc from cluster B). We also see that most AGN lie closest to cluster F. This makes sense since F is the cluster with the highest redshift and all these AGN have redshifts \( z > 0.99 \). The same can be said for J160421.8+432354 which has a particularly low redshift and thus lies closer to the cluster with the lowest redshift. We can thus only really say of 2 AGN (J160406.6+431807 and J160425.9+431245) that they belong to the clusters they are closest to (D and B respectively).

We then proceeded to check the number density of sources within a 1 Mpc radius of the AGN. The results can be found in the 7th column of Table 7. We see that 1 of the 7 AGN (J160408.9+431825) is in a relatively sparsely populated area, two (J160421.8+432354 and J160425.9+431245) are in moderately populated areas (with a density approximately equal to the background density) and the rest are in areas with a density twice as high as the background density. This population is however only measured in 2D space, not 3D since we don’t know the redshift of our sources.
5 Discussion

When comparing our results to the GOODS-N survey, we started out by finding the points where the primary beam intensity was at 1 (full flux measured) and where it was at 0.5 (FWHM). We found out
that the radius of the FWHM was an elliptical with a major axis at 21 arcseconds from the pointing center. However, the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) gives an approximate formula to find the diameter of the FWHM,

$$\theta_{FWHM} = \frac{45}{\nu GHz} = \frac{45}{1.4} \approx 32'$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

which gives a radius from the pointing center of \(\approx 16\) arcminutes. This radius corresponds with the minor axis of the FWHM, which we measured ad 15 arcseconds. We therefore chose the minor axis as distance from the pointing center to the FWHM, so that we are sure to have a maximum rms backround noise of \(\sigma = 22 \mu Jy\).

We then compared our integrated number densities to the GOODS-N survey. We found that for 0.08 \(-\) 0.11 mJy and for 0.11 \(-\) 0.13 mJy we measured significant overdensities compared to the GOODS-N survey. When comparing these fluxes with Figure 14b we see that they compare to radii from the pointing center of 0.15 \(-\) 0.22 deg and 0.22 \(-\) 0.25 deg, respectively. We know that the GOODS-N survey was a continuum search with no intention of measuring a certain cluster, whereas we were specifically looking at the supercluster Cl1604. We can therefore compare the radii where these relative overdensities were measured to the radii from the pointing center where we can find the different clusters in column 4 of Table 4. This tells us that in the specific radii of these significant overdensities we find 5 out of 10 identified clusters (A, D, F, G and H) that all fall into the first part (radius of 0.15 \(-\) 0.22 deg). When we look at Table 5 we see that the 3 of these clusters (A, D, F) have earlier been identified as having significant overdensities compared to the background source density. We can thus conclude due to the measured relative overdensities that we have indeed found at least three clusters within the observed region.

When looking at our number counts we also see an excess of sources with low \((10^{-4} < Jy/beam < 10^{-3})\) flux densities. This can be because there are just a lot of fainter sources in the region we looked at but since we are looking in the direction of a supercluster it is more likely that the majority of these sources are found at approximately the same redshift. Unfortunately since we do not have the actual redshifts of the sources we measured we can not be sure of this.

When checking the number densities of the ten different clusters we found overdensities for 3 out of 10 (A, B and D) within 1 Mpc of the cluster center. Within 2 Mpc we also found overdensities for 3 clusters, although now these are B, D and F. Looking back at the comparison with the GOODS-N survey we already suggested A, D and F could be the cause of the measured relative overdensities.

---

**Table 7:** Catalog of the the 15 sources matched to X-ray and Optical counterparts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Name</th>
<th>(z)</th>
<th>(S_{1.4 GHz}) (Jy)</th>
<th>(\log(L_{1.4 GHz})) [W Hz(^{-1})]</th>
<th>Closest cluster</th>
<th>Distance (Mpc) to cluster</th>
<th>Source density (Mpc(^{-2})) for (r &lt; 1) Mpc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J160329.4+432059</td>
<td>1.118</td>
<td>0.000177654</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>436.1</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160339.6+431601</td>
<td>0.023874889</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160356.7+432358</td>
<td>0.00189095</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160406.1+430532</td>
<td>0.000481702</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160406.6+431807</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.000451517</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160407.5+432640</td>
<td>1.285</td>
<td>0.000170446</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>798.3</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160408.9+431825</td>
<td>1.285</td>
<td>0.000164676</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>798.3</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160410.2+432614</td>
<td>0.000353902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160412.8+432627</td>
<td>0.0005814</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160421.8+432354</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.068314139</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2697.7</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160425.9+431245</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>0.000133143</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160435.5+432112</td>
<td>0.00020861</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160441.7+432057</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.000168748</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>136.7</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160444.6+432026</td>
<td>0.00021532</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J160448.4+430807</td>
<td>0.000107063</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We also compared our survey to two similar surveys of the same supercluster. When comparing to the NVSS 8 sources could be matched. In Figure 17 we see that our results for the flux densities are pretty consistent with the NVSS. To see if this is a consistent trend we decided to check our results with the NVSS for a radius of 21 arcminutes to the pointing center (the major axis of the FWHM). In this bigger region the NVSS finds 25 sources in stead of 14, and we can now match 8 sources to ours. The comparative fluxes of this plot can be seen in Figure 20.

![Figure 20](image)

**Figure 20**: Here we again plot the flux densities of 8 sources measured by us (x-axis) and compare them to the same sources measured by the NVSS (y-axis).

Here we see that our results stay consistend with the results of the NVSS with the exception of one source where we measured a significantly lower flux density. When looking into this source we found that there were three sources found by PyBDSM that were close to each other, at (16:05:22.2, +43:17:25.8), (16:05:22.7, +43:17:10.9), and (16:05:22.1, +43:17:37.7). On our skymap we can check where this is (see Figure 21).
**Figure 21:** In the middle the host galaxy of the AGN is visible with two jets in the north-east and south-west direction. All three objects have been counted as separate sources by PyBDSM.

It looks like we are dealing with an AGN here. The host galaxy is clearly visible in the middle and two jets are shot out at north-east and south-west. We know that the NVSS data was taken in 1998, 8 years before our data was taken. It is possible that the AGN we are looking at was more active a few years before. Looking at the jets we see that they are no longer attached to the source, meaning that the source has stopped shooting them out. We also notice that for the jets we measure a significantly higher flux density ($2$ and $5$ mJy/beam for the jets against $0.5$ mJy/beam for the host galaxy). The brighter one of these jets corresponds very well with the flux density measured by the NVSS. It can therefore also be that they measured the wrong source.

A quick look at our skymap and detections by PyBDSM tells us that we also have a few sources with double detections (see Figure 22). Double detections mostly happen for elongated sources. However we have checked for time and bandwidth smearing and found that the equations for both were satisfied in such a way that smearing should not be an issue. Since none of the sources lie on the outskirts of our beam width it is improbable that smearing is the issue. It is therefore likely that these sources are naturally elongated by merging activities.

When comparing with the FIRST survey we see that we mostly measured a higher flux density for the same sources. Here we decided to do the same as for the NVSS, expand the region we look at to the major axis of our FWHM of 21 arcminutes. The result can be seen in Figure 23.
Figure 22: Different elongated sources with double detections by PyBDSM
Here we again plot the flux densities of 25 sources measured by us (x-axis) and compare them to the same sources measured by FIRST (y-axis).

We see the trend even clearer where we measure higher flux densities for the same sources than FIRST does. We know that measuring flux is heavily dependent on the atmosphere. It is therefore possible that something has gone wrong when calibrating the flux and these flux densities have come out a little higher than the FIRST survey.

The results we have found with respect to the AGN does not completely correlate with the theory. We do have to note however that for the finding of AGN we are strongly dependent on other papers since we did not measure redshifts ourselves. If we want to continue researching the sources we found with the VLA we would need to measure the spectra of the sources and determine redshifts. This would not only help us find the positions of our sources with respect to the clusters but also determine the luminosities of the found sources. This will be very helpful to determine the nature of a source.

6 Conclusions

In this project we took data from the VLA archive that was taken in 2006 from the supercluster Cl1604. We calibrated the data and made a wide-field image. We used PyBDSM on the primary beam corrected image to get the proper fluxes for all the sources that would be found. Since this gave a very high noise level on the outer edges of the image and PyBDSM counted an increasing amount of false positives at the edges we decided to decrease our field of view to the FWHM at a radius of 15 arcminutes (≈ 7 Mpc at z = 0.9). We determined an average noise in the center of the image of σ = 11 µJy and a dynamic range of 6200. Since at the FWHM this rms noise is twice as much, we assumed for completeness an rms noise of σ = 22 µJy. We then decided to eliminate all sources with detections of < 6σ. This left us with 100 sources out of the 538 original detections by PyBDSM.

We then checked the literature for the positions of the 10 different clusters within the supercluster and tried to find those on our map. For these clusters we tried to find sources within a radius of 1 and 2 Mpc and see if the number densities would decrease. The clusters I and J were not completely inside our FWHM range and thus have no reliable number counts. We found that the number densities decrease at bigger radii for 5 of the 8 clusters (A, B, D, E and H). For 2 other clusters (F, and G) the density only seems to increase very moderately and one cluster (C) seems to have a very steeply increasing source density at 1 Mpc < r < 2 Mpc. But with an overall source density of 0.650 N Mpc⁻², we have only
noticed a significant increase in source density in three clusters (A, B and D) at $r < 1$ Mpc and for B, D and F at $R < 2$ Mpc.

The results of our research have been compared to two similar surveys in the same area, the NVSS and FIRST. Within a 15 arcminute radius from our pointing center at R.A. 16:04:13.191 and Decl. 43:13:50.80, the NVSS finds 14 sources of which 5 can be linked to a source we found. The FIRST survey finds 21 sources of which 14 can be matched to sources we found with an uncertainty of ±5.1 arcseconds. Both surveys show flux densities similar to what we found.

Lastly we compared our results to a research by Kocevski et al. (2009) who searched Cl1604 for X-Ray sources. We matched 18 of our sources to their X-ray counterparts and 15 of those could also be matched to their optical counterparts. From the paper of Kocevski we find 7 redshifts for these 15 sources, with which we could find the distances of these sources to the clusters. All have luminosities of $L_{\nu} \approx 10^{24}$ W Hz$^{-1}$ and can thus be called AGN. We find that only 2 have redshifts that corresponds to the clusters with distances to a cluster center of 25.8 and 15.7 Mpc. We can thus say that these AGN do probably belong to these clusters but lie on the outskirts as predicted in the introduction.

However, we have not measured the redshifts of our sources ourselves. For this we are thus dependend on other researches. If we were to know the redshifts of all of our sources, we could find their luminosities and so find out their nature. Knowing their redshifts also would help in finding their relative positions with respect to the clusters within the supercluster Cl1604 and the densities in their surroundings.
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Appendices

A Images
Figure 24: In this figure, the phase of field 1 (phase calibrator 1635+381) is being shown before (up) and after calibration (down), with in the middle the model. The phase as a function of channel (24a), frequency (24b) and time (24c) has been compared and equalized to the available model and scaled accordingly.
Figure 25: In this figure, the amplitude of field 1 (phase calibrator 1635+381) is being shown before (up) and after calibration (down), with in the middle the model. The phase as a function of channel (24a), frequency (24b) and time (24c) has been compared and equalized to the available model and scaled accordingly.
Figure 26: Left: First Dirty Image made after initial calibration. Strong sidelobes from the brightest sources are visible at R.A. (J2000) 16\textdegree{}04\textquoteleft{}21\textquoteleft{}, decl. (J2000) 43\textdegree{}023\textquoteleft{}52\textquoteright{}, and at R.A. (J2000) 16\textdegree{}03\textquoteleft{}39\textquoteleft{}, decl. (J2000) 43\textdegree{}16\textquoteleft{}02\textquoteright{}, which overshadow all underlying sources. Image needs to be 'cleaned' in order to show more sources. Right: Intensity of the sidelobes has decreased, revealing new sources underneath. Sources can be 'boxed' and clean process continued.
Figure 27: Left: After several cleaning and self-calibration cycles lots of new sources have appeared and the ‘old’ sources seem brighter. The background noise has also gone down ever so slightly. Right: Final image. No new sources appear upon further cleaning or calibration. The background noise is at its lowest and the flux density of the present sources at its highest. Unfortunately, we can see that since image 26b the noise of the two brightest sources has not gone down much. We expect some sources are still hidden behind this noise.
Figure 28: Phase offset per antenna. The four different colours represent the two spws and the two correlations. VL15 is the reference antenna, thus the offset should be 0 here. All other antennas have quite a big offset with respect to VL15, but are constant in time.
Figure 29: Phase offset per antenna. The four different colours represent the two spws and the two correlations. VL15 is the reference antenna, thus the offset should be 0 here. The phases of the other antennas have been averaged per 60 seconds and referenced to VL15. We see that not all the phase offsets are at 0, and some show a pretty big spread.
Figure 30: Phase offset per antenna. The three different colours represent the combined spws and the two correlations. VL15 is the reference antenna, thus the offset should be 0 here. The phases of the other antennas have been averaged per 120 seconds and per spw, and referenced to VL15. In comparison with figure 29 we see that the spread is less thick, but still not all the offsets are at 0.
Figure 31: Dataset A
Figure 32: Dataset B
Figure 33: Dataset C
Figure 34: Dataset D
Figure 35: The Final image
**B MS details of dataset A**

**MeasurementSetName**: /data/.../MS/ST218-VLA/ST218-A.ms

**Observer**: unavailable

**Project**: ST218

**Observation**: VLA

**Telescope**: 4.65003+09, 4.65006+09

**Data records**: 658758

**Total elapsed time**: 32193.3 seconds

**Observed from**: 07–Jul–2006/23:40:06.7 to 08–Jul–2006/08:36:40.0 (TAI)

---

**Columns**:

- **Observer ID**: 0
- **ArrayID**: 0


**Scan ID**: 1

**Spw IDs**: 0

**Average Interval (s)**: 3.33, 3.33

**Scan Intent**

- **Field ID**: 4
- **Field Name**: ID Code, Name, RA, Decl, Epoch, SrcId, nRows

---

**Fields**:

- **ID Code**: Name, RA, Dec, Epoch, SrcId, nRows
- **Spw IDs**: Name, RestFreq (MHz), SysVel (km/s)

---

**Arrays**:

- **Array Name**: VLA
- **Array Station**: N36, N32, W32, W20, W15

---

**Antennas**:

- **Antenna Name**: VLA

---

**Notes**:

- **nRows**: Total number of rows per scan
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Elevation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>VA11</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.39.54.8</td>
<td>+33.52.27.2</td>
<td>-4328.6059</td>
<td>15.4661</td>
<td>-1605808.610365</td>
<td>-5042230.088524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>VA12</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.36.31.7</td>
<td>+33.53.48.5</td>
<td>879.5579</td>
<td>1.0026</td>
<td>-1600416.485000</td>
<td>5042462.494078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>EA13</td>
<td>EVLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.37.10.9</td>
<td>+33.54.48.2</td>
<td>124.9782</td>
<td>1428.1587</td>
<td>1598663.081750</td>
<td>5043581.464690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>VA15</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.37.00.8</td>
<td>+33.53.59.7</td>
<td>133.6464</td>
<td>1.0919</td>
<td>-1601068.772930</td>
<td>5042051.964001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>EA16</td>
<td>EVLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.35.13.4</td>
<td>+33.53.18.1</td>
<td>2889.0201</td>
<td>17.4779</td>
<td>1599005.604114</td>
<td>5042579.215732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>VA17</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.36.09.8</td>
<td>+33.53.40.0</td>
<td>4732.4996</td>
<td>26.9736</td>
<td>-1597053.111826</td>
<td>5044604.778050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>EA18</td>
<td>EVLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.37.06.5</td>
<td>+33.54.06.1</td>
<td>11.7523</td>
<td>134.3610</td>
<td>1601173.929543</td>
<td>5041902.710315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>VA19</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.34.01.5</td>
<td>+33.52.50.3</td>
<td>183.3636</td>
<td>2094.3889</td>
<td>1601004.664081</td>
<td>5040802.861410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>VA20</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.37.13.2</td>
<td>+33.55.09.5</td>
<td>-183.3636</td>
<td>2094.3889</td>
<td>1600863.633555</td>
<td>5039885.356186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>VA21</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.35.20.2</td>
<td>+33.52.46.6</td>
<td>-3462.4328</td>
<td>2323.1211</td>
<td>1598929.111426</td>
<td>5044604.778050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>VA22</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.36.32.6</td>
<td>+33.52.06.0</td>
<td>-5297.7685</td>
<td>3576.2398</td>
<td>1597899.879795</td>
<td>5044068.762074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>VA23</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.38.49.0</td>
<td>+33.53.04.0</td>
<td>-2662.4982</td>
<td>1783.0764</td>
<td>1596127.714233</td>
<td>5045193.838185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>VA24</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.37.41.3</td>
<td>+33.53.42.0</td>
<td>-804.8851</td>
<td>616.2588</td>
<td>1597899.879795</td>
<td>5044068.762074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>VA25</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.34.39.3</td>
<td>+33.53.04.9</td>
<td>2763.6229</td>
<td>-1755.8320</td>
<td>1597899.879795</td>
<td>5044068.762074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>VA26</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.33.20.2</td>
<td>+33.52.34.3</td>
<td>5792.2240</td>
<td>3730.7384</td>
<td>1596127.714233</td>
<td>5045193.838185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>VA27</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.37.18.7</td>
<td>+33.56.02.5</td>
<td>-326.7420</td>
<td>7370.7384</td>
<td>1597899.879795</td>
<td>5044068.762074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>VA28</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>25.0 m</td>
<td>-107.37.18.7</td>
<td>+33.56.02.5</td>
<td>-326.7420</td>
<td>7370.7384</td>
<td>1597899.879795</td>
<td>5044068.762074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C The code for dataset A

```python
#!/usr/bin/env python
#
#−∗− coding: utf−8 −∗−
#
# VLA data reduction script for CL1604 at z = 0.9 (2 spws x 7 channels) in CASA 4.6.1
# Must be run with an internet connection to determine antenna offsets and opacity measurements

# Calibration steps

thesteps = [0]
step_title = {0: 'Set the variables and initial split (split)',
             1: 'A priori correction of opacity, antenna elevation and antenna positions (gencal)',
             2: 'Flag bad data (flagdata)',
             3: 'Insert model of the flux calibrator (setjy)',
             4: 'Short phase correction (gaincal)',
             5: 'Delay correction (gaincal)',
             6: 'Bandpass calibration (bandpass)',
             7: 'Gain (Amplitude and Phase) calibration (gaincal)',
             8: 'Determine the absolute flux−scale of the calibrators (fluxscale)',
             9: 'Applying the calibration tables (applycal)',
            10: 'Split target (split)',
             11: 'Insert model (ft)',
             12: 'Self−calibrate (phase) and clean (clean) 20 mins',
             13: 'Self−calibrate (phase) and clean (clean) 10 mins',
             14: 'Self−calibrate (phase) and clean (clean) 5 mins',
             15: 'Self−calibrate (phase) and clean (clean) 2 mins',
             16: 'Self−calibrate (phase) and clean (clean) 2 mins',
             17: 'Final clean (clean)'
}

try:
    print 'List of steps to be executed... ', mysteps
    thesteps = mysteps
except:
    print 'global variable mysteps not set.'
if (thesteps == []):
```
thetep = range(0, len(step_title))
print 'Executing all steps:', thesteps

# The Python variable 'mysteps' will control which steps
# are executed when you start the script using
# execfile('scriptForCalibration.py')
# e.g. setting
# mysteps = [2, 3, 4]# before starting the script will make the script execute
# only steps 2, 3, and 4
# Setting mysteps = [] will make it execute all steps.

print 'Write the value for variables and do a priori flagging -> run the script from the beginning'
definitions
archivefile = ['S7218_A060707.xpl', 'S7218_B060708.xpl'] #ms multsource file
mspw = '0,1' #spw of interest
msfile = 'S7218.A.ms' #ms file with the interesting sources
mscans = 'S7218.A.ms.txt' #text file to write listobs output to
antvla = '12,13,15,17,23'
mytarget = 'CL1604+432A.ms' #ms file of the target

myimage1 = 'source1'
myimage2 = 'source2'
myimage3 = 'source3'
myimage4 = 'source4'
myimage5 = 'source5'
myimage6 = 'final A'
mymask1 = 'skymask.mask'
mymodel1 = 'skymodel.model'
myrefant = 'ea22'

mystep = 0
if mystep in thesteps:
    casalog.post('Step ' + str(mystep) + ' ' + step_title[mystep], 'INFO')
print 'Step\textsubscript{\textomega}', mystep, step\_title[mystep]

# msfile = raw\_input('Msfile, please: ')  
# myfield = raw\_input('Fields, please: ')  
# myspw = raw\_input('Spectral windows, please: ')  
# mssplit = raw\_input('Write the name of the mssplit file, please: ')  
# myTau = raw\_input('Opacity parameter, please: ')

importvla(archivefiles=archivefile, vis=msfile, bandname='', frequencytol='150000.0Hz', project='', starttime='', stoptime='', applytsys=True, autocorr=False, antnamescheme='new', keepblanks=False, evlabands=False)

listobs(vis=msfile, selectdata=True, spw='', field='', antenna='', uvrange='', timerange='', correlation='', scan='', intent='', feed='', array='', observation='', verbose=True, listfile=msscans, listunfl=False, cachesize=50, overwrite=True)

plotuv(vis=msfile, field=0, antenna='', spw='', observation='', array='', maxnpts=1000000000000, colors=['r', 'y', 'g', 'b'], symb='', ncycles=1, figfile='uv0.png')

plotuv(vis=msfile, field=1, antenna='', spw='', observation='', array='', maxnpts=1000000000000, colors=['r', 'y', 'g', 'b'], symb='', ncycles=1, figfile='uv1.png')

plotuv(vis=msfile, field=2, antenna='', spw='', observation='', array='', maxnpts=1000000000000, colors=['r', 'y', 'g', 'b'], symb='', ncycles=1, figfile='uv2.png')

plotuv(vis=msfile, field=3, antenna='', spw='', observation='', array='', maxnpts=1000000000000, colors=['r', 'y', 'g', 'b'], symb='', ncycles=1, figfile='uv3.png')

# step a priori splitting and calibration
mystep = 1
if(mystep in thesteps):
casalog\_post('Step\textsubscript{\textomega}+'+str(mystep)+'.step\_title[mystep]', 'INFO')
print 'Step\textsubscript{\textomega}', mystep, step\_title[mystep]
gen calibrated(vis=msfile, caltable='antpos.cal', caltype='antpos', infile='', spw='', antenna='17', pol='', parameter = [0.021, -0.022, 0.0])
```python
# step flagging
mystep = 2
if mystep in thesteps:
    casalog.post('Step'+str(mystep)+' '+step_title[mystep], 'INFO')
    print 'Step', mystep, step_title[mystep]

# plotms amp vs time (single baseline)  
# plotms phase v time  
# flag regular off-source
flagdata(vis=msfile, mode="quack", autocorr=False, inpf=",", reason="any", tbuf=0.0, spw="", field="", antenna="", uvrage="", timerange="", correlation="", scan="", intent="", array="", observation="", feed="", clipminmax=[], datacolumn="DATA", clipoutside=True, channelavg=False, clipzeros=False, quackinterval=21, quackmode="beq", quackincrement=False, tolerance=0.0, addantenna="", lowerlimit=0.0, upperlimit=90.0, ntime="scan", combinescans=False, timecutoff=4.0, freqcutoff=3.0, timefit="line", freqfit="poly", maxnpieces=7, flagdimension="frequ", usewindowstats="none", halfwin=1, extendflags=True, winsize=3, timedev="", freqdev="", timedevscale=5.0, freqdevscale=5.0, spectralmax=1000000.0, spectralmin=0.0, extendpols=True, growtime=50.0, growfreq=50.0, growaround=False, flagneartime=False, flagnearfreq=False, minrel=0.0, maxrel=1.0, minabs=0, maxabs=-1, spwchan=False, spwcorr=False, basecnt=False, name="Summary", action="apply", display="", flagbackup=True, savepars=False, cmdreason="", outfile="")

# plotms amp vs time (single baseline)  
# plotms phase v time  
# flag EVLA antennas
flagdata(vis=msfile, mode="manual", autocorr=False, inpf=",", reason="any", tbuf=0.0, spw="", field="", antenna=antenna, uvrage="", timerange="", correlation="", scan="", intent="", array="", observation="", feed="", clipminmax=[], datacolumn="DATA", clipoutside=True, channelavg=False, timeavg=False, timebin="0s", clipzeros=False, quackinterval=1.0, quackmode="beq", quackincrement=False, tolerance=0.0, addantenna="", lowerlimit=0.0, upperlimit=90.0, ntime="scan", combinescans=False, timecutoff=4.0, freqcutoff=3.0, timefit="line", freqfit="poly", maxnpieces=7, flagdimension="freq", usewindowstats="none", halfwin=1, extendflags=True, winsize=3, timedev="", freqdev="", timedevscale=5.0, freqdevscale=5.0, spectralmax=1000000.0, spectralmin=0.0, extendpols=True, growtime=50.0, growfreq=50.0, growaround=False, flagneartime=False, flagnearfreq=False, minrel=0.0, maxrel=1.0, minabs=0, maxabs=-1, spwchan=False, spwcorr=False, basecnt=False, fieldcnt=None, name="Summary", action="apply", display="", flagbackup=True, savepars=False, cmdreason="", outfile="", writeflags=""
```
flagdata (vis=msfile, mode="manual", autocorr=False, inpfile="", reason="any", tbuf=0.0, spw="", field="", antenna="16", uvrange="", timerange="23:49:41~23:50:06", correlation="", scan="", intent="", array="", observation="", feed="", clipminmax=[], datacolumn="DATA", clipoutside=True, channelavg=False, clipzeros=False, quackinterval=1.0, quackmode="beg", quackincrement=False, tolerance=0.0, addantenna="", lowerlimit=0.0, upperlimit=90.0, nt ime="scan", combinescans=False, timecutoff=4.0, freqcutoff=3.0, timefit="line", freqfit="poly", maxnpieces=7, flagdimension="freqtime", usewindowstats="none", halfwin=1, extendflags=True, winsize=3, timedev="", freqdev="", timedevscale=5.0, freqdevscale=5.0, spectralmax=1000000.0, spectralmin=0.0, extendpols=True, growtime=50.0, growfreq=50.0, growaround=False, flagneartime=False, flagnearfreq=False, minrel=0.0, maxrel=1.0, minabs=0, maxabs=1, spwchan=False, spwcorr=False, basecnt=False, name="Summary", action="apply", display="", flagbackup=True, savepars=False, cmdreason="", outfile="")

flagdata (vis=msfile, mode="manual", autocorr=False, inpfile="", reason="any", tbuf=0.0, spw="", field="", antenna="16", uvrange="", timerange="32:25:14~32:25:56", correlation="", scan="", intent="", array="", observation="", feed="", clipminmax=[], datacolumn="DATA", clipoutside=True, channelavg=False, clipzeros=False, quackinterval=1.0, quackmode="beg", quackincrement=False, tolerance=0.0, addantenna="", lowerlimit=0.0, upperlimit=90.0, nt ime="scan", combinescans=False, timecutoff=4.0, freqcutoff=3.0, timefit="line", freqfit="poly", maxnpieces=7, flagdimension="freqtime", usewindowstats="none", halfwin=1, extendflags=True, winsize=3, timedev="", freqdev="", timedevscale=5.0, freqdevscale=5.0, spectralmax=1000000.0, spectralmin=0.0, extendpols=True, growtime=50.0, growfreq=50.0, growaround=False, flagneartime=False, flagnearfreq=False, minrel=0.0, maxrel=1.0, minabs=0, maxabs=1, spwchan=False, spwcorr=False, basecnt=False, name="Summary", action="apply", display="", flagbackup=True, savepars=False, cmdreason="", outfile="")

flagdata (vis=msfile, mode="manual", autocorr=False, inpfile="", reason="any", tbuf=0.0, spw="", field="", antenna="20", uvrange="", timerange="32:35:00~32:35:08", correlation="", scan="", intent="", array="", observation="", feed="", clipminmax=[], datacolumn="DATA", clipoutside=True, channelavg=False, clipzeros=False, quackinterval=1.0, quackmode="beg", quackincrement=False, tolerance=0.0, addantenna="", lowerlimit=0.0, upperlimit=90.0, nt ime="scan", combinescans=False, timecutoff=4.0, freqcutoff=3.0, timefit="line", freqfit="poly", maxnpieces=7, flagdimension="freqtime", usewindowstats="none", halfwin=1, extendflags=True, winsize=3, timedev="", freqdev="", timedevscale=5.0, freqdevscale=5.0, spectralmax=1000000.0, spectralmin=0.0, extendpols=True, growtime=50.0, growfreq=50.0, growaround=False, flagneartime=False, flagnearfreq=False, minrel=0.0, maxrel=1.0, minabs=0, maxabs=1, spwchan=False, spwcorr=False, basecnt=False, name="Summary", action="apply", display="", flagbackup=True, savepars=False, cmdreason="", outfile="")
Quick interval = 1.0, quackmode = "beg", quackincrement = False, tolerance = 0.0, addantenna = "", lowerlimit = 0.0, upperlimit = 90.0, ntime = "scan", combinescans = False, timecutoff = 4.0, freqcutoff = 3.0, timefit = "line", freqfit = "poly", maxnpieces = 7, flagdimension = "f b t ime", usewindowstats = "none", halfwin = 1, extendflags = True, win = 3, timedev = "", freqdev = "", timedevscale = 5.0, freqdevscale = 5.0, spectralmax = 1000000.0, spectralmin = 0.0, extendpols = True, growtime = 50.0, growfreq = 50.0, growaround = False, flagneartime = False, flagnearfreq = False, minrel = 0.0, maxrel = 1.0, minabs = 0, maxabs = -1, spwchan = False, spwcorr = False, baseant = False, name = "Summary", action = "apply", display = "", flagbackup = False, savepars = False, cmdreason = "", outfile = "")

flagdata (vis=msfile, mode = "manual", autocorr = False, inpf = "", reason = "any", tbuff = 0.0, spw = "", field = "", antenna = "", uvrange = "", timerange = "32:36:26 "32:36:30", correlation = "", scan = "", intent = "", array = "", observation = "", feed = "", clipminmax = [], datacolumn = "DATA", clipoutside = True, channelavg = False, clipzeros = False, quickinterval = 1.0, quackmode = "beg", quackincrement = False, tolerance = 0.0, addantenna = "", lowerlimit = 0.0, upperlimit = 90.0, ntime = "scan", combinescans = False, timecutoff = 4.0, freqcutoff = 3.0, timefit = "line", freqfit = "poly", maxnpieces = 7, flagdimension = "f b t ime", usewindowstats = "none", halfwin = 1, extendflags = True, win = 3, timedev = "", freqdev = "", timedevscale = 5.0, freqdevscale = 5.0, spectralmax = 1000000.0, spectralmin = 0.0, extendpols = True, growtime = 50.0, growfreq = 50.0, growaround = False, flagneartime = False, flagnearfreq = False, minrel = 0.0, maxrel = 1.0, minabs = 0, maxabs = -1, spwchan = False, spwcorr = False, baseant = False, name = "Summary", action = "apply", display = "", flagbackup = False, savepars = False, cmdreason = "", outfile = "")

flagdata (vis=msfile, mode = "manual", autocorr = False, inpf = "", reason = "any", tbuff = 0.0, spw = "1", field = "", antenna = "", uvrange = "", timerange = "28:48:20 "29:10:00", correlation = "", scan = "", intent = "", array = "", observation = "", feed = "", clipminmax = [], datacolumn = "DATA", clipoutside = True, channelavg = False, clipzeros = False, quickinterval = 1.0, quackmode = "beg", quackincrement = False, tolerance = 0.0, addantenna = "", lowerlimit = 0.0, upperlimit = 90.0, ntime = "scan", combinescans = False, timecutoff = 4.0, freqcutoff = 3.0, timefit = "line", freqfit = "poly", maxnpieces = 7, flagdimension = "f b t ime", usewindowstats = "none", halfwin = 1, extendflags = True, win = 3, timedev = "", freqdev = "", timedevscale = 5.0, freqdevscale = 5.0, spectralmax = 1000000.0, spectralmin = 0.0, extendpols = True, growtime = 50.0, growfreq = 50.0, growaround = False, flagneartime = False, flagnearfreq = False, minrel = 0.0, maxrel = 1.0, minabs = 0, maxabs = -1, spwchan = False, spwcorr = False, baseant = False, name = "Summary", action = "apply", display = "", flagbackup = False, savepars = False, cmdreason = "", outfile = "")

flagdata (vis=msfile, mode = "manual", autocorr = False, inpf = "", reason = "any", tbuff = 0.0, spw = "", field = "", antenna = "9&14", uvrange = "", timerange = "30:40:00 "30:44:10", correlation = "", scan = "", intent = "", array = "", observation = "", feed = "", clipminmax = [], datacolumn = "DATA", clipoutside = True, channelavg = False, clipzeros = False, quickinterval = 1.0, quackmode = "beg", quackincrement = False, tolerance = 0.0, addantenna = "", lowerlimit = 0.0, upperlimit = 90.0, ntime = "scan", combinescans = False, timecutoff = 4.0, freqcutoff = 3.0, timefit = "line", freqfit = "poly", maxnpieces = 7, flagdimension = "f b t ime", usewindowstats = "none", halfwin = 1, extendflags = True, win = 3, timedev = "", freqdev = "", timedevscale = 5.0, freqdevscale = 5.0, spectralmax = 1000000.0, spectralmin = 0.0, extendpols = True, growtime = 50.0, growfreq = 50.0, growaround = False, flagneartime = False, flagnearfreq = False, minrel = 0.0,
maxrel = 1.0, minabs = 0, maxabs = -1, spwchan = False, spwcorr = False, basecnt = False, name = "Summary", action = "apply",
display = "", flagbackup = True, savepars = False, cmdreason = "", outfile = "")

flagdata (vis = msfile, mode = "manual", autocorr = False, inpfile = "", reason = "any", tbuf = 0.0, spw = "", field = "",
antenna = "9&11", urange = "", timerange = "30:40:00 30:44:10", correlation = "", scan = "", intent = "", array = "",
observation = "", feed = "", clipminmax = [], datacolumn = "DATA", clipoutside = True, channelavg = False, clipzeros = False,
quackinterval = 1.0, quackmode = "beg", quackincrement = False, tolerance = 0.0, addantenna = "", lowerlimit = 0.0,
upperlimit = 90.0, ntime = "scan", combinescans = False, timecutoff = 4.0, freqcutoff = 3.0, timefit = "line",
freqfit = "poly", maxnpi = 7, flagdimension = "freqtime", usewindowstats = "none", halfwin = 1, extendflags = False,
winsize = 3, timedev = "", freqdev = "", timedevscale = 5.0, freqdevscale = 5.0, spectralmax = 1000000.0, spectralmin = 0.0, extendpols = True,
growth = 50.0, growthfreq = 50.0, growaround = False, flagnearfreq = False, minrel = 0.0,
maxrel = 1.0, minabs = 0, maxabs = -1, spwchan = False, spwcorr = False, basecnt = False, name = "Summary", action = "apply",
display = "", flagbackup = True, savepars = False, cmdreason = "", outfile = "")

flagdata (vis = msfile, mode = "manual", autocorr = False, inpfile = "", reason = "any", tbuf = 0.0, spw = "1", field = "",
observation = "", feed = "", clipminmax = [], datacolumn = "DATA", clipoutside = True, channelavg = False, clipzeros = False,
quackinterval = 1.0, quackmode = "beg", quackincrement = False, tolerance = 0.0, addantenna = "", lowerlimit = 0.0,
upperlimit = 90.0, ntime = "scan", combinescans = False, timecutoff = 4.0, freqcutoff = 3.0, timefit = "line",
freqfit = "poly", maxnpi = 7, flagdimension = "freqtime", usewindowstats = "none", halfwin = 1, extendflags = False,
winsize = 3, timedev = "", freqdev = "", timedevscale = 5.0, freqdevscale = 5.0, spectralmax = 1000000.0, spectralmin = 0.0, extendpols = True,
growth = 50.0, growthfreq = 50.0, growaround = False, flagnearfreq = False, minrel = 0.0,
maxrel = 1.0, minabs = 0, maxabs = -1, spwchan = False, spwcorr = False, basecnt = False, name = "Summary", action = "apply",
display = "", flagbackup = True, savepars = False, cmdreason = "", outfile = "")

flagdata (vis = msfile, mode = "manual", autocorr = False, inpfile = "", reason = "any", tbuf = 0.0, spw = "", field = "",
antenna = "3&5", urange = "", timerange = "30:52:21.7 30:52:38.3", correlation = "", scan = "", intent = "", array = "",
observation = "", feed = "", clipminmax = [], datacolumn = "DATA", clipoutside = True, channelavg = False, clipzeros = False,
quackinterval = 1.0, quackmode = "beg", quackincrement = False, tolerance = 0.0, addantenna = "", lowerlimit = 0.0,
upperlimit = 90.0, ntime = "scan", combinescans = False, timecutoff = 4.0, freqcutoff = 3.0, timefit = "line",
freqfit = "poly", maxnpi = 7, flagdimension = "freqtime", usewindowstats = "none", halfwin = 1, extendflags = False,
winsize = 3, timedev = "", freqdev = "", timedevscale = 5.0, freqdevscale = 5.0, spectralmax = 1000000.0, spectralmin = 0.0, extendpols = True,
growth = 50.0, growthfreq = 50.0, growaround = False, flagnearfreq = False, minrel = 0.0,
maxrel = 1.0, minabs = 0, maxabs = -1, spwchan = False, spwcorr = False, basecnt = False, name = "Summary", action = "apply",
display = "", flagbackup = True, savepars = False, cmdreason = "", outfile = "")

flagdata (vis = msfile, mode = "manual", autocorr = False, inpfile = "", reason = "any", tbuf = 0.0, spw = "", field = "",
antenna = "3&9", urange = "", timerange = "30:45:01.7 30:45:11.7", correlation = "", scan = "", intent = "", array = "",
observation = "", feed = "", clipminmax = [], datacolumn = "DATA", clipoutside = True, channelavg = False, clipzeros = False,
quackinterval = 1.0, quackmode = "beg", quackincrement = False, tolerance = 0.0, addantenna = "", lowerlimit = 0.0,
upperlimit = 90.0, ntime = "scan", combinescans = False, timecutoff = 4.0, freqcutoff = 3.0, timefit = "line",
freqfit = "poly", maxnpi = 7, flagdimension = "freqtime", usewindowstats = "none", halfwin = 1, extendflags = False,
winsize = 3, timedev = "", freqdev = "", timedevscale = 5.0, freqdevscale = 5.0, spectralmax = 1000000.0, spectralmin = 0.0, extendpols = True,
growth = 50.0, growthfreq = 50.0, growaround = False, flagnearfreq = False, minrel = 0.0,
maxrel = 1.0, minabs = 0, maxabs = -1, spwchan = False, spwcorr = False, basecnt = False, name = "Summary", action = "apply",
display = "", flagbackup = True, savepars = False, cmdreason = "", outfile = "")
flagdata (vis=msfile, mode="manual", autocorr=False, inpf"
 observation ="", feed ="", clipminmax = [ ], datacolumn="DATA", clipoutside=True, channelavg=False, clipzeros=False, quackinterval =1.0, quackmode="beg", quackincrement=False, tolerance =0.0, addantenna="", lowerlimit =0.0, upperlimit =90.0, ntime="scan", combinescans=False, timecutoff =4.0, freqcutoff =3.0, timefit="line", freqfit="poly", maxnpieces =7, flagdimension="freqtime", usewindowstats="none", halfwin =1, extendflags=True, winsize =3, timedev ="", freqdev ="", timedevscale =5.0, freqdevscale =5.0, spectralmax =1000000.0, spectralmin =0.0, extendpols=True, growtime =50.0, growfreq =50.0, growaround=False, flagnearfreq=False, minrel =0.0, maxrel =1.0, minabs =0, maxabs =-1, spwchan=False, spwcorr=False, basecnt=False, name="Summary", action="apply", display="", flagbackup=True, savepars=False, cmdreason="", outfile="")

flagdata (vis=msfile, mode="manual", autocorr=False, inpf"
 observation ="", feed ="", clipminmax = [ ], datacolumn="DATA", clipoutside=True, channelavg=False, clipzeros=False, quackinterval =1.0, quackmode="beg", quackincrement=False, tolerance =0.0, addantenna="", lowerlimit =0.0, upperlimit =90.0, ntime="scan", combinescans=False, timecutoff =4.0, freqcutoff =3.0, timefit="line", freqfit="poly", maxnpieces =7, flagdimension="freqtime", usewindowstats="none", halfwin =1, extendflags=True, winsize =3, timedev ="", freqdev ="", timedevscale =5.0, freqdevscale =5.0, spectralmax =1000000.0, spectralmin =0.0, extendpols=True, growtime =50.0, growfreq =50.0, growaround=False, flagnearfreq=False, minrel =0.0, maxrel =1.0, minabs =0, maxabs =-1, spwchan=False, spwcorr=False, basecnt=False, name="Summary", action="apply", display="", flagbackup=True, savepars=False, cmdreason="", outfile="")

flagdata (vis=msfile, mode="manual", autocorr=False, inpf"
 observation ="", feed ="", clipminmax = [ ], datacolumn="DATA", clipoutside=True, channelavg=False, clipzeros=False, quackinterval =1.0, quackmode="beg", quackincrement=False, tolerance =0.0, addantenna="", lowerlimit =0.0, upperlimit =90.0, ntime="scan", combinescans=False, timecutoff =4.0, freqcutoff =3.0, timefit="line", freqfit="poly", maxnpieces =7, flagdimension="freqtime", usewindowstats="none", halfwin =1, extendflags=True, winsize =3, timedev ="", freqdev ="", timedevscale =5.0, freqdevscale =5.0, spectralmax =1000000.0, spectralmin =0.0, extendpols=True, growtime =50.0, growfreq =50.0, growaround=False, flagnearfreq=False, minrel =0.0, maxrel =1.0, minabs =0, maxabs =-1, spwchan=False, spwcorr=False, basecnt=False, name="Summary", action="apply", display="", flagbackup=True, savepars=False, cmdreason="", outfile="")
step: model of the flux calibrator - setjy
observation at 31.7 GHz, using Ka band model

mystep = 3
if (mystep in thesteps):
casalog.post('Step' + str(mystep) + ':
step_title[mystep], 'INFO')
print 'Step', mystep, step_title[mystep]

    setjy(vis=msfile, field="0", spw="", selectdata=True, timerange="", scan="", intent="", observation="",
    scalebychan=True, standard="PerleyButler2013", model="3C286.L.im", modimage=None, listmodels=False,
    fluxdensity=-1, spix=0.0,reffreq="1GHz", polindex=[], polangle=[], rotmeas=0.0, fluxdict={}, useephemdir=False,
    interpolation="nearest", usescratch=False, ismms=None)

    setjy(vis=msfile, field="3", spw="", selectdata=True, timerange="", scan="", intent="", observation="",
    scalebychan=True, standard="PerleyButler2013", model="3C48.L.im", modimage=None, listmodels=False,
    fluxdensity=-1, spix=0.0,reffreq="1GHz", polindex=[], polangle=[], rotmeas=0.0, fluxdict={}, useephemdir=False,
    interpolation="nearest", usescratch=False, ismms=None)

# step: short phase calibration
mystep = 4
if (mystep in thesteps):
casalog.post('Step' + str(mystep) + ':
step_title[mystep], 'INFO')
print 'Step', mystep, step_title[mystep]

gaincal(vis=msfile, caltable="intphase.cal", field="0.1", spw="",
    intent="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", msselect="",
    solint="int", combine="", preavg=1.0, refant="14", minblperant=4, minsnr=3.0, solnorm=False, gaintype="G",
    smodel=[], calmode="p", append=False, splinetime=3600.0, npointaver=3, phasewrap=180.0, docallib=False, callib=
    "", gaintable=["antpos.cal", "gaincurve.cal"], gainfield=[], interp=[], spwmap=[], parang=False)

# step: residual delay calibration
mystep = 5
if (mystep in thesteps):
```python
# step : bandpass calibration
mystep = 6
if (mystep in thesteps):
    casalog.post('Step'+str(mystep)+'_'+step_title[mystep], 'INFO')
    print 'Step', mystep, step_title[mystep]

    gaincal(vis=msfile, caltable="delays.cal", field="0,1,3", spw="", intent="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", msselect="", solint="inf", combine="scan", preavg=-1.0, refant="14", minblperant=4, minsnr=3.0, solnorm=False, gaintype="K", smodel=[], calmode="p", append=False, splinetime=3600.0, npointaver=3, phase=180.0, docalib=False, callib="", gaintable=['antpos.cal', 'gaincurve.cal', 'delays.cal'], gainfield=[], interp=[], spwmap=[], parang=False)

# step : phase & amplitude calibration
mystep = 7
if (mystep in thesteps):
    casalog.post('Step'+str(mystep)+'_'+step_title[mystep], 'INFO')
    print 'Step', mystep, step_title[mystep]

    gaincal(vis=msfile, caltable="phase.cal", field="0,1,3", spw="", intent="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", msselect="", solint="int", combine="", preavg=-1.0, refant="14", minblperant=4, minsnr=3.0, solnorm=True, bandtype="B", smodel=[], append=False, fillgaps=0, degamp=3, degphase=3, visnorm=False, maskcenter=0, maskedge=5, docalib=False, callib="", gaintable=['antpos.cal', 'gaincurve.cal', 'delays.cal', 'bpass.cal'], gainfield=[], interp=[], spwmap=[], parang=False)

    gaincal(vis=msfile, caltable="amp.cal", field="0,1,3", spw="", intent="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", msselect="", solint="inf", combine="", preavg=-1.0, refant="14", minblperant=4, minsnr=3.0, solnorm=False, gaintype="G", smodel=[], calmode="ap", append=False, splinetime=5400.0, npointaver=3, phase=180.0, docalib=False, callib="", gaintable=['antpos.cal', 'gaincurve.cal', 'delays.cal', 'bpass.cal'], gainfield=[], interp=[], spwmap=[], parang=False)
```
# step: absolute flux-scale calibration

\( \text{mystep} = 8 \)

```python
if (mystep in thesteps):
    casalog.post('Step' + str(mystep) + ' - step_title[mystep]', 'INFO')
    print 'Step', mystep, step_title[mystep]

    fluxscale(vis=msfile, caltable="amp.cal", fluxtable="flux.cal", reference="0,3", transfer="1", listfile="", append=False, relspwmap=[-1], gainthreshold=-1.0, antenna="", timerange="", scan="", incremental=True, fitorder=1, display=False)
```

# step: Application of the calibration tables

\( \text{mystep} = 9 \)

```python
if (mystep in thesteps):
    casalog.post('Step' + str(mystep) + ' - step_title[mystep]', 'INFO')
    print 'Step', mystep, step_title[mystep]

    applycal(vis=msfile, field="0", spw="", intent="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", msselect="", docallib=False, callib="", gainthreshold=["antpos.cal", "gaincurve.cal", "delays.cal", "bpass.cal", "phase.cal"], gainfield=["", ",0", ",0", ",0", ",0", ",0"], interp=["", "nearest", "nearest", "linear", "nearest", "nearest"], spwmap=[], calwt=False, parang=False, applymode="", flagbackup=True)


    applycal(vis=msfile, field="1", spw="", intent="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", msselect="", docallib=False, callib="", gainthreshold=["antpos.cal", "gaincurve.cal", "delays.cal", "bpass.cal", "phase.cal"], gainfield=["", ",1", ",1", ",1", ",1"], interp=["", "nearest", "nearest", "linear", "nearest", "nearest"], spwmap=[], calwt=False, parang=False, applymode="", flagbackup=True)
```
applycal(vis=msfile, field="2", spw="", intent="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", msselect="", docalib=False, callib="", gaintable=['antpos.cal', 'gaincurve.cal', 'delays.cal', 'bpass.cal', 'phase.cal', 'amp.cal', 'flux.cal'], gainfield=['', '', '1', '1', '1', '1'], interp=['', 'nearest', 'nearest', 'linear', 'nearest', 'nearest'], spwmap=[], calwt=False, polcalib=False, applymode="", flagbackup=True)

flagdata(vis=msfile, mode="clip", autocorr=False, inpfile="", reason="any", tbuf=0.0, spw="", field="2", antenna="", uvrange="", timerange="", correlation="", scan="", intent="", array="", observation="", feed="", clipminmax=[0.0, 0.3], datacolumn="CORRECTED", cliptype="True", channelavg=False, timeavg=False, timebin="0s", clipzeros=False, quackinterval=1.0, quackmode="beg", quackincrement=False, tolerance=0.0, addantenna="", lowerlimit=0.0, upperlimit=90.0, ntime="scan", combinescans=False, timecutoff=4.0, freqcutoff=3.0, timefit="line", freqfit="poly", maxnpieces=7, flagdimension="freqtime", usewindowstats="none", halfwin=1, extendsflags=False, winsize=3, timedev="", freqdev="", timedevscale=5.0, freqdevscale=5.0, spectralmax=1000000.0, spectralmin=0.0, extendpol=False, keepflgs=True, keepmms=False, flagearfreq=False, minrel=0.0, maxrel=1.0, minabs=0, maxabs=-1, spwchan=False, spwcorr=False, basecnt=False, fieldcnt=None, name="Summary", action="apply", display="", flagbackup=True, savepars=False, cmdreason="", outfile="", writeflags=None)

# step: Split target
mystep = 10
if(mystep in thesteps):
casalog.post('Step' + str(mystep) + ' ' + step_title[mystep], 'INFO')
print 'Step', mystep, step_title[mystep]

split(vis=msfile, outputvis='1331+305.A.ms', datacolumn="corrected", field="0", spw="", width=1, antenna="", timebin="", timerange="", scan="", intent="", array="", uvrange="", correlation="", observation="", combine="", keepflags=True, keepmms=False)

split(vis=msfile, outputvis='1635+381.A.ms', datacolumn="corrected", field="1", spw="", width=1, antenna="", timebin="", timerange="", scan="", intent="", array="", uvrange="", correlation="", observation="", combine="", keepflags=True, keepmms=False)

split(vis=msfile, outputvis='CL1604+432.A.ms', datacolumn="corrected", field="2", spw="", width=1, antenna="", timebin="", timerange="", scan="", intent="", array="", uvrange="", correlation="", observation="", combine="", keepflags=True, keepmms=False)
split (vis=msfile, outputvis='0137+331.A.ms', datacolumn="corrected", field="3", spw="", width=1, antenna="", timebin="", timerange="", scan="", intent="", array="", uvrange="", correlation="", observation="", combine="", keepflags=True, keepmms=False)

# step: Fourier Transform
mystep = 11
if (mystep in thesteps):
casalog.post ('Step '+'str (mystep)'+':'+step_title [mystep], 'INFO')
print ('Step', mystep, step_title [mystep])

ft (vis=mytarget, field="0", spw="", model=mymodel1, nterms=1, reffreq="", complist="", incremental=False, usescratch=False)

# step: Clean and self-calibrate (phase) full dataset for z = 3.200
mystep = 12
if (mystep in thesteps):
casalog.post ('Step '+'str (mystep)'+':'+step_title [mystep], 'INFO')
print ('Step', mystep, step_title [mystep])
gaincal (vis=mytarget, caltable="selfphase.1200s.cal", field="0", spw="", intent="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", msselect="", solint="1200s", combine="spw", preavg=-1.0, refant="14", minblperant=4, minsnr=3.0, solnorm=False, gaintype="G", smodel=[], calmode="p", append=False, splintime=3600.0, npointaver=3, phasewrap=180.0, docallib=False, callib="", gaintable="", gainfield=[], interp=[], spwmap=[0,0], parang=False)
applycal (vis=mytarget, field="0", spw="", intent="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", msselect="", callib=False, callib="", gaintable=[], interp=['linear'], spwmap=[[0],[0]], calwt=False, parang=False, applymode='', flagbackup=True)
clean (vis=mytarget, imagename=myimage1, outlierfile="", field="", spw="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", intent="", mode="mfs", ressmooth=False, gridmode="widefield", wprojplanes=-1, facets=1, cfcache="cfcache.dir", rotplane=5.0, painc=360.0, aterm=True, pterm=False, mterm=True, wbawp=False, conjbeams=True, epitable=True, interpolation="linear", niter=100000, gain=0.01, threshold=0.00006 Jy", psfmode="clark", imagermode="cscln", ftmachine="mosaic", mosweight=False, scaletype="SAULT", multiscale=[], negcomponent=-1, smallscalebias=0.6, interactive=False, mask=mymask1, nchan=-1, start=0, width=1, outframe="", veltype="radio", imsize=[4096,4096], cell=['0.5 arcsec '], phascenter="", restfreq="", stokes=


"I", weighting="briggs", robust=0.0, uvtaper=False, outertaper="", innertaper=[1.0], modelimage="", restoringbeam="", pbcor=False, minpb=0.2, usescratch=True, noise="1.0Jy", npixels=0, npercycle=100, cyclefactor=1.5, cyclespeedup=-1, nterms=1,reffreq="", chaniter=False, flatnoise=True, allowchunk=False

# step: Clean and self-calibrate (phase) full dataset for z = 3.200
mystep = 13
if (mystep in thesteps):
casalog.post('Step'+str(mystep)+'_'+step_title[mystep], 'INFO')
print 'Step', mystep, step_title[mystep]

gaincal(vis=mytarget, caltable="selfphase.600.s.cal", field="0", spw="", intent="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", msselect="", solint="600s", combine="spw", preavg=-1.0, refant="14", minblperant=4, minsnr=3.0, solnorm=True, gaintype="G", smodel=[], calmode="p", append=False, splintime=3600.0, npointaver=3, phasewrap=180.0, docallib=False, callib="", gainfield=[], interp=[], spwmap=[0,0], parang=False)

applycal(vis=mytarget, field="0", spw="", intent="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", msselect="", docallib=False, callib="", gaintable=['selfphase.600.s.cal'], gainfield=[], interp=['linear'], spwmap=[0,0], calwt=False, parang=False, applymode="", flagbackup=True)

clean(vis=mytarget, imagename=myimage2, outfile="", field="", spw="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", msselect="", polmode="mfs", resmooth=1.0, wpwprojplanes=-1, facets=1, fieldcache="cfcache.dir", rotplane=5.0, painc=360.0, aterm=True, psfmode=True, mterm=True, wba=True, applymode=False, multifacets=True, interp='linear', niter=100000, gain=0.01, threshold="0.00006 Jy", psfmode="csclean", ftmachine="mosaic", mosweight=False, scaletype="SAULT", multiscale=[], negcomponent=-1, multiscalebias=0.6, interactive=True, mask=mymask1, nchan=1, start=0, width=1, outframe="", veltype="radio", imsize=[4096,4096], cell=[0.5 arcsec], phasecenter="", restfreq="", stokes="I", weighting="briggs", robust=0.0, uvtaper=False, outertaper=[1.0], innertaper=[1.0], modelimage="", restoringbeam="", pbcor=False, minpb=0.2, usescratch=True, noise="1.0Jy", npixels=0, npercycle=100, cyclefactor=1.5, cyclespeedup=-1, nterms=1, reffreq="", chaniter=False, flatnoise=True, allowchunk=False

# step: Clean and self-calibrate (phase) full dataset for z = 3.200
mystep = 14
if (mystep in thesteps):
casalog.post('Step'+str(mystep)+'_'+step_title[mystep], 'INFO')
print 'Step', mystep, step_title[mystep]
```
# step : Clean and self-calibrate (phase) full dataset for z = 3.200
mystep = 15
if (mystep in thesteps):
    casalog.post('Step' + str(mystep) + ' : ' + step_title[mystep], 'INFO')
    print 'Step', mystep, step_title[mystep]

    gaincal(vis=mytarget, caltable="selfphase.300s.cal", field="0", spw="", intent="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", msselect="", solint="300s", combine="spw", preavg=-1.0, refant="14", minblperant=4, minsnr=3.0, solnorm=False, gaintype="G", smodel=[], calmode="p", append=False, splinetime=3600.0, npointaver=3, phasewrap=180.0, docallib=False, calib="", gaintable="", gainfield=[], interp=[], spwmap=[0,0], parang=False)

    applycal(vis=mytarget, field="0", spw="", intent="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", msselect="", docallib=False, calib="", gaintable=['selfphase.300s.cal'], gainfield=[], interp=['linear'], spwmap=[[0], [0]], calwt=False, parang=False, applymode="", flagbackup=True)

    clean(vis=mytarget, imagename=myimage3, outfile="", field="", spw="", selectdata=True, timerange="", uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", intent="", mode="mfs", resmooth=False, gridmode="widefield", wprojplanes=-1, facets=1, cfcache="cfcache.dir", rotplane=5.0, painc=360.0, aterm=True, psterm=False, mterm=True, wbawp=False, conjbeams=True, epjtable="", interpolation="linear", niter=100000, gain=0.01, threshold="0.00006Jy", psfmode="clark", imagermode="cs CLEAN", ftmachine="mosaic", mosweight=False, scaletype="SAULT", multiscale=[], negcomponent=-1, smallscalebias=0.6, interactive=False, mask=mymask1, nchan=-1, start=0, width=1, outframe="", velttype="radio", imsize=[4096,4096], cell=['0.5 arcsec'], phasecenter="", restfreq="", stokes="I", weighting="briggs", robust=0.0, uvtaper=False, outputaper=[""], inneraper=["1.0"], modelimage="", restoringbeam=[""], pbcor=False, minpb=0.2, usescratch=True, noise="1.0 Jy", npixels=0, apercycle=100, cyclefactor=1.5, cyclespeedup=0, nterms=1, reffreq="", chaniter=True, flatnoise=True, allowchunk=False)
```
# step: Clean and self-calibrate (phase) full dataset for z = 3.200
mystep = 16
if (mystep in thesteps):
casalog . post (' Step_ ' +str (mystep) + ' _ ' + step_title [mystep] , 'INFO ' )
print ' Step_ ' , mystep , step_title [mystep]
gaincal ( vis=mytarget , caltable="selfphase.120s.2. cal " , field="0", spw="" , intent="" , selectdata=True , timerange="" , uvrange="" , antenna="" , scan="" , observation="" , msselect="" , solint="120s" , combine="spw" , preavg =-1.0 , refant="14", minblperant =3.0 , solnrm=1.0 , gaintype="G" , smodel=[ ] , calmode="p" , append=True , splinttime =3600.0 , npointaver =3.0 , phasewrap =180.0 , docallib=False , callib="" , gaintable="" , gainfield=[] , interp=["linear"], spwmap=[0.0] )
applycal ( vis=mytarget , field="0", spw="" , intent="" , selectdata=True , timerange="" , uvrange="" , antenna="" , scan="" , observation="" , msselect="" , docallib=False , callib="" , gaintable=[ ' selfphase.120s.2. cal ' ] , gainfield=[ ] , interp=['linear'] , spwmap=[0,0] , calwt=False , parang=False , applymode="" , flagbackup=True)
clean ( vis=mytarget , imagename=myimage5 , outlierfile="" , field="" , spw="" , selectdata=True , timerange="" , uvrange="" , antenna="" , scan="" , observation="" , intent="" , mode="mfs" , resmooth=False , gridmode="widefield" , wprojplanes=-1 , facets=1 , cfcache="cfcache. dir " , rotplane=5.0 , painc=360.0 , aterm=True , pterm=False , mterm=True , wbawp=False , conjbeams=True , epjtable="" , interpolation="linear" , niter=100000 , gain=0.01 , threshold="0.00006 Jy" , psfmode="Clark" , imagermode="cs clean" , ftmachine="mosaic" , mosweight=False , scaletype="SAULT" , multiscale=[], negcomponent=-1 , smallscalebias=0.6 , interactive=False , mask=mymask1 , nchan=-1 , start=0 , width=1 , outfile="" , vtype="radio" , imsize=[4096,4096] , cell=[".5 arcsec"], phasewcenter="" , restfreq="" , stokes="I" , weighting="briggs" , robust=0.0 , uvtaper=False , outertaper=[".1"] , innertaper=["1.0"] , modelimage="" , restoringbeam=[""], pbcor=False , minpb=0.2 , usescratch=True , noise="1.0 Jy" , npixels=0 , npercycle=100 , cyclefactor=1.5 , cyclespeedup=-1 , nterms=1 ,reffreq="" , chansel=False , fltnoise=True , allowchunk=False)
cyclefactor = 1.5, cyclespeedup = -1, nterms = 1, reffreq = "", chaniter = False, flatnoise = True, allowchunk = False

# step: Clean and self-calibrate (phase) full dataset for z = 3.200
mystep = 17
if (mystep in thesteps):
    casalog.post('Step ' + str(mystep) + ' ' + step_title[mystep], 'INFO')
    print 'Step', mystep, step_title[mystep]

    clean(vis=mytarget, imagename=myimage6, outlierfile="", field="", spw="", selectdata=True, timerange="",
uvrange="", antenna="", scan="", observation="", intent="", mode="mfs", resmooth=False, gridmode="widefield",
wprojplanes=-1, facets=1, cfcache="cfcache.dir", rotpainc=5.0, painc=360.0, aterm=True, psterm=False, mterm=True,
wbawp=False, conjbeams=True, epjtable="", interpolation="linear", niter=1000000, gain=0.01, threshold="0.0006 Jy",
psfmode="clark", imagermode="csclclean", ftmachine="mosaic", mosweight=False, scaletype="SAULT",
multiscale=[], negcomponent=-1, smallscalebias=0.6, interactive=False, mask=mymask1, nchan=-1, start=0, width=1,
outframe="", veltype="radio", imsize=[7200, 7200], cell=["0.5 arcsec"], phasecenter="", restfreq="", stokes="I",
weighting="briggs", robust=0.0, uvtaper=False, outertaper=[], innertaper=["1.0"], modelimage="",
restoringbeam=[""], pbcor=False, minpb=0.2, usescratch=True, noise="1.0 Jy", npixels=0, npercycle=100,
cyclefactor = 1.5, cyclespeedup = -1, nterms = 1, reffreq = "", chaniter = False, flatnoise = True, allowchunk = False)

print 'Calibration and imaging completed'